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The Sacred Heart Review
is owned and published by the

REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.,
a corporation organized under the laws
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and consisting of the leading Catholic
clergymen of New England.
Important additions to the extensive
plant have lately been made, including new
type, presses, and other machinery of the
most improved patterns.
The Review now has regular correspondence from the principal Catholic
centres of Europe.
A number of distinguished writers
have been added to the editorial staff.
The paper consists of from sixteen to
twenty pages, and other pages will be
added as occasion demands.
The management of the Review remains in the same hands as heretofore.
The bishops of the country, assembled
in the Council of Baltimore, appealed to
the clergy to use the press for the protection of Catholic interests, saying: It
is culpable and unbecoming to neglect
this powerful means for the defense and
propagation of the faith." We therefore
cheerfully undertake this labor, and contribute from our means, so that by our
united efforts the scope and usefulness of
this excellent paper may be enlarged, and
it may be made still more worthy of a
place in every Catholic home.
It has been a source of satisfaction to
us to know that the Review has been
conducted according to the highest Catholic Ideals : and that it is held in special
esteem by the clergy and the intelligent
laity of New England The Most Rev.
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JgJ?Rev. Wm. F. Powers has been appointed to preach at the invitation of the
pastors and to introduce the Review into
the Catholic homes of New England.
Pastors desiring to communicate with
Fr. Powers will please address him at
East Cambridge, Mass.

HOW BEST TO ADVERTISE.
Business men, who are approached by
the advertising solicitors of religious
journals, not infrequently put to themselves the question Do religious papers
pay advertisers??and the answer?if the
business man considers the question in
its proper aspects is invariably?yes.
Religious papers pay because they go into
the heart of the home and come closer to
the people than any other class of papers. They are read leisurely from the
first page to the last, not hurriedly
skimmed and thrown aside, as are the
dailies. They contain topics of interest
for every member of the family and are
especially interesting to women, who are
the great buyers?the real economists
and home-builders. Two-thirds of all the
advertisements written appeal especially
and directly to women. They purchase
almost everything the family needs or
desires. Their own wants are innumerable. An advertisement in a religious
journal is never lost. The papers are
filed away. The advertisement is read
throughout the week. The advertisements in yesterday's dailies are more flat,
stale and unprofitable than are the leading
articles of yesterday. The advertisements
in tiie daily are ephemeral good for an
hour those of the religious weekly are
good to be read seven days in the week.
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cause no priests could be secured for the positions. This was an error, and now our contemporary is getting the journalistic encouragement
in
Read the account of the Academy of the it wishes. It says there should be no delay
Catholic chaplains, especially
the
of
appointment
Assumption on page 175.
when it is considered that the army is so largely
GKNKttM. Siiaftkr is right. The army can- composed of Catholics.
teen is demoralizing. It has seduced many a
Bismarck seems to have been among those
young soldier from the path of temperance and who knew the right and still the wrong
pursued,
made a wreck of him both morally and physically.
for he is reported as saying that he never made
In referring to Father Troy's sermon in the anybody happy, and that only for him
cathedral before the National Catholic Total Ab- three great wars would never have been fought
stinence Union, Ziotcs Herald says " It was an antl eighty thousand men would not have perished.
excellent temperance sermon, worthy of a wide What a miserable old age the Iron Chancellor "
must have passed!
reading."

EditoralNotes.

:

"

Some of the Spaniards think that Columbus
did their country nogood by discovering the new
world, and that Spain would have been more
prosperous without her American colonies.
Well, well, we will" not debate the question ;
but what a benefactor the Genoese discoverer
The Watchman believes that if we strip Spain has been to the poor and oppressed of many counof all her colonial possessions, we can not pose tries. They have had good reason to bless
as magnanimous conquerors. This is a sugges- Queen Isabella for pawning her jewels.
tion that imperialists should consider carefully,
The Key. N. A. Waterman of the Third Conbefore they attempt to play the grab-all game.
gregational Church, Chicago, would doubtless
The Standard and Times directs attention to have the public think that he has the powerof
what it calls the "boiler-plate abominations" in seeing beyond the barriers that hide eternity from
Catholic journalism. Frequently these selections mortal sight, for he says that the war just conare wholly unfit for a Catholic publication, or, cluded was beyond question planned in heaven.
indeed, for any decent periodical, no matter His bumptious self-conceit will, we are afraid,
what its religious views may be.
keep him out of the place with which he pretends to have such an intimate acquaintance
Thk San Francisco Monitor draws attention to
the fact that there are three Anglican clergymen
In a letter to the Christian Register on the subin the business of selling liquor. Among them ject of Newman's hymn, Lead Kindly Light,"
is the Prince of Wales' chaplain at Sandring- C. I. Armistead, among other things, saj's that
ham, and he conducts the only public house that a former correspondent is mistaken, if by calling
Albert Edward, the oldest son of Victoria, per- it " a hymn of Protestant authorship" he means
mits to exist on his estate.
to imply that Newman was a Protestant when
he wrote it, for he was even then dissatisfied with
The territory we acquired from Mexico, after
Anglicanism and was praying for the light which
our war with that country, had within its borfinally led him into the Catholic Church. Under
ders, of course, many Catholic institutions. These
these circumstances the recent writer in the Rereligious establishments were not interfered with.
concludes that it is in the last degree inapgister
Why should there be any talk, therefore, of
for the hymn to be sung in Protestant
propriate
meddling with the rights of similar institutions
churches.
in Porto Rico and the Philippines?
Afraid of the Issue.
Onk would think that the authorities at WashA woful disappointment has befallen those
ington were near enough to Camp Alger to know- Anglicans who hoped that the bishops of the
that the locality was unhealthful. Their ignor- (Establishment would deal with those "Romish
ance caused an epidemic of typhoid, which
trumperies " against which Mr. Kensit protested
need not have occurred if there had been any vigorously, but rather indecorously, on a late
judgment shown in the selection of a camping occasion. The subject came up for discussion at
ground. Theblundersof the late war were more a recent meeting of the Anglican prelates, but
than depressing. They were shocking.
their lordships fought shy of the issue, and only
two
of them, the bishops of Liverpool and of
looking
for beThe prosperity that we were
Sodor
and Man, when a vote was taken, had the
as
predicted
apfore the war is now confidently
courage
to declare themselves in favor of legisit
arrives,
proaching with giant strides. When
lation
Ritualistic innovations. Perhaps
against
the
disavoiding
let us prove worthy of it, by
the other Anglican prelates remembered that, so
as
much
helped
honest financial schemes which
in the Established Church is lay inas anything to bring about our long period of paramount
fluence,
it
was not in their power to enact
financial depression, with its consequent privaany
legislation against the Ritualists
effective
were
to
of
who
poor
people
tions
thousands
and their practices. That fact was admitted a
robbed by their wealthier neighbors.
few years ago by the London Guardian, the
Anglican organ, which said that " Parliament
News
of
it
The Church
Washington says that
has, with the crown, the sole power of making
for
an
years
appointhas been
advocate for the
laws for the church. The clergy can not alter
army,
chaplains
ment of more Catholic
in the
one
letter of the prayer-book or introduce a
has
not
received
the
always
support
though it
single
ceremony without the previous permission
that
it
contemporaries
desired.
from its Catholic
lay
of
a
sovereign, and the subsequent ratification
to
fact
it
had
been
that
stated
This was due the
lay
a
Parliament." If Ilarcourt were only
that
the
officials
were
of
authority
on Catholic
and
Parliament, the Anglican prelates
benon-appointments,
Queen
blameless in the matter of
Wk frequently hear the expression, "I'll try
man," attributed to condemned
murderers. It would have been better for each
one of them if they had tried to live like a man
that is, like a Christian.
to die like a

?

.

"
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permission
and ratification. But, unfortunately for the
anti-Ritualists in their ranks, Harcourt does not
combine in himself the authority of Parliament
and the crown. What a sorry figure the Anglican prelates cut, with Rome denying the validity of their ordinations and England refusing them
might confidently

count upon that

authority to regulate their own church ceremonies !
Pope and Kaiser.

The New York Journal indicates that Emperor William is in favor of restoring the temporal power of the Pope, but as this statement
comes from a "yellow" paper, given to sensational stories, it may be taken with several
grains of salt. The Kaiser wishes to reconcile
the Pope and King Humbert, we are told, but the
Slaitdard and Times in alluding to this subject
pertinently says that there is no animosity in
the heart of Leo XIII. toward that monarch or
any living being; hence the benevolent design
is superfluous." It remarks further that there
is no difficulty, as far as the Pope is concerned,
in his resumption of the place that rightly belongs to him, and that it is in the Quirinal and
in the Italian masonic lodges that the real obstacles to a return of old conditions are to be discovered.

"

A Jesuit Observatory.

Professor Dean C. Worcester of the University of Michigan, has an article entitled "A Day
in Manila" in the Independent for August 18. In
it he repeats the stale, ridiculous, ami unconfirmed stories about the inquisition, and its instruments of torture in the Philippines, but
manages to do justice to the scientific labors of
the Jesuits in Manila and vicinity. He calls particular attention to their observatory, one of
whose special features is the foretelling of the approach of the fearful typhoons which cause such
terrible loss of life and property in the northern
Philippines and the China Sea. The coming of
these storms is telegraphed by the Jesuits in
every possible direction, and is cabled to Hong
Kong, when necessary. Much valuable shipping
is frequently saved through their wise precautions. Professor Worcester naturally hopes that
no serious harm will come to the observatory.
An Object Lesson.

1 'eople who imagine thatKoine canonizesreadily
any candidate who is inrluentially proposed for
the honors of her altars, ought to be disillusionized of that mistaken notion by the announcement that because of the lack of a single condition required by the decrees of Urban VIII., the
cause of the saintly Bishop Neuman of Philadelphia is about to be dropped. This cause has
been for several years before the Congregation
of Bites, and it was understood that it was making sat sfactory progress. Its abandonment now
will be a great disappointment to American Catholics, but it will also serve to show anew how rigorous and exacting are the tests to which the
Church subjects the causes of candidates for her
honors. It is related that a certain lawyer who
labored under the notion that a legal examination would readily discover flaws in the evidence
of miracles in these canonization eases, was permitted, when in Rome, to examine the papers
submitted in a certain process then being conducted there. After having carefully examined
these papers, the lawyer expressed his admiration
of the manner in which the evidence they adduced was presented, and added that if every
miracle claimed for a saint were attested by
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ties, sometimes grows upon him. By insidious
PROTESTANT CONTROVERSY.
appeals to his liberty of choice and freedom of
IV,
action it wins a hearing from him. Then by
is a relief, now and then, to turn from controversy
It
false promises to rid him of religious obligations proper to amusing blunders of pure ignorance and carethat have become rather irksome, it gains ad- lessness. Sir Walter Scott, supplies us with a fair numhas the exactness of genius, but not of
ditional influence over him, and in too many in- ber of these.As He
Mr. Gladstone has suggested, in drawing a
learning.
control,
winningcomplete
stances, alas, itendsby
parallel between him and Burns, he sometimes, in the deLessons of the War.
for the time being at least, of his mind, with the lineation of tragic passion, reaches a height, and unerring
The cruel war is apparently over, but, never- result that his most important religious duties force comparable to Shakespeare himself. In the delineexact as free. Intheless, it is not too late to dwell on the lessons are neglected and his immortal soul is placed ation of nature also he is said to be as to
scenes that be
deed, he would often take journeys
tolerance,
of
and neighborly feeling which it has in actual and terrible danger of being eternally had to bring into his poems and novels, to make sure
that no detail was misrepresented, and in all that conimpressed upon the minds of all broad-minded lost.
cerns Scotland, lowland Scotland at least, he seems to
anil thinking people. That there are some so
is
it
not,
And yet how surprisingly strange
move with easy security, as respects speech, manners and
blind in their crass stupidity and bigotry that and inexplicable, that such sophistries as those history. There his foot is on his native heath, and his
they can not be convinced may be a truism, but whereon this theory of religious liberalism rests, name is?Walter Scott.
On the other hand, let him so much as cross the border,
it is one that can not be too often repeated. They should be accepted by any rational man, much and
not only an Englishman, but by tradition of thought,
are usually of thekind whose invincible ignorance less by anyone calling himself a Christian ! Such an American of English blood, may easily detect false
may save them. Then there are those who have a system of religion conflicts with reason. It notes, of speech, of history, and of allusions to institutions. For instance, the Scottish king has scarcely taken
no convictions?men who are intolerant because
impugns the unchangeable nature of God. It possession of his southern throne when our novelist
advance
such convincing testimony, there could be no
ground for criticism of his canonization. To his
utter amazement and astonishment, though, the
lawyer was informed that the case which he considered so admirably proven, had been rejected
by the Congregation of Kites as defective.

they think that religious illiberality will
them politically. Of the two, the latter are the
more contemptible. Like Esau, each one of
them would sell his birthright for a mess of
pottage. Our spirited contemporary, the Haverhill Qnzettf, had an article, before peace was declared, on "One Result of the War," which may
be read with interest in connection with the
foregoing remarks. Amongother things it said

:

?

...

"One good result, of the war with Spain is the settlement,, even for Ingots, of the fact that persons of the Unman Catholic faith are beyond question loyal citizens of
this country, and conseqnently not open to the contemptible charge of disloyalty so often luaele against them by a

coterie nf disturbers who have deluded themselves into

The Know
believing that, they are patriots.
Nothings passed away in shame during the War of the
Rebellion, ami as one result of the present, war the A. I*.
A.'s will meet a similar fate. But the lesson oftheir taking off must not be that. In this country all citizens are
equal. No malt has a right, to question the religious opinion of bis fellows. The highest religious thoughts which
govern the best, citizens are based upon the highest intelligence illumined by <lod's grace. Bigotry, which is the
repulsive offspring of ignorance, destroys all this, anel
nothing good can possihly come from it. The Gazette
has no desire to be harsh ; but no bigot of any faith will
ever linil peace within the reach of its lash."

attacks 11 is veracity, an essential attribute of
His divinity. It makes falsehood, with all its
evil consequences, as pleasing in His sight as
truth. And the Christian must see in its pretensions a contradiction of the command which the
Saviour gave the apostles, and through them
their successors, to teach the nations "to observe
all things whatsoever I have commanded you,"
promising to abide with them to the end of time.
For there were no exceptions made by the
Giver of that command in favor of this or that
nation or this or that individual. All were to
be taught alike. He did not command the apostles to teach one set of truths here and a different
doctrine there. On the contrary, He bade them
teach all nations to observe all the things which
He had taught them. lie did not leave it in the
power of the apostles to choose what doctrines
they should preach ; and how absurd is it not to
suppose that He left to their hearers the option
of choosing what doctrines they would accept
and what ones they would reject! Yet such is
the option which the liberal Christian arrogates to himself when he contends that any form
of faith and religion that is sincerely believed
and consistently put in practice, is acceptable to
God. Such a theory of belief, therefore, directly
contradicts, and refuses obedience, to the command which Christ placed upon the apostles and,
through them, upon the people of the whole

makes a Scotch baron, arraigned for a breach of law, claim
a trial by the peers at Westminster, to which he was as
yet no more entitled than a Herman baron would be now.
On tbe other hand, he makes him liable to mutilation,
from which I understand that peers in England were always exempt, doing back to earlier times, say those of
Richard I. he revel* in inexactnesses. It is true, Englishmen themselves were then hardly more precise, as to the

earlier ages. Exactness in historical fiction scarcely dates
back to Scott's time. On the other hand, we now make
too much of it. It renders our historical fiction heavy.
It is a proof of the genius of Tennyson, that it is not depressed by his scholarship. As Cardinal Newman intimates, it might be well to keep history and fiction apart,
hut if they are conjoined, let the history take care of itself. Let it be merely a background for a fairy-land of
imagination. The Macbeth of universal mankind owes
nothing to the rude Celtic chieftain Macbeth but name
and local setting. It is nothing to the world what Burton
or Freeman may have found out about him. So too, when
in " Ivanhoe " the English of Yorkshire call themselves
Saxons, this, historically, is absurd. The Saxons themselves did not use " Saxon" as a, national name, and the
Yorkshiremen, unlike the people of Hants or Somerset,
were not Saxons even tribally. They were English, tribally and nationally. However, what does this signify:
We are not moving in the real England of the real Richard, but in the fairy England of Scott and Robin Hood,

just as in " King John," we are well content toliave l'andulph the cardinal substituted, in all the pomp of scarlet
hat and robes, for the real I'andiilph of Magna Cliarta, a
simple sulideacon and domestic prelate of the Pope,
If the etlitors of our other Protestant daily
who, after receiving John's submission, died in the obcontemporaries would speak in this manly fashscure bishopric of Norwich.
ion,we would have little cause to fear a revival of
Scott, of course, no more gives us the real Catholic
have
Church
than the real England of Hieharil I. or the real
only
P.
A.
As
it
we
may
is,
spirit.
A.
the
France
of Louis X f. There is a strong family likeness in
scotched the snake, not killed it.
all three portraits to their originals, but traversed by profound dissimilarities to the actual kingdoms and to the
actual Church.
A PERNICIOUS THEORY.
Externally, of course, Catholicism, with Scott, wears
world.
very much the same aspect that it has worn for a thouask
friends
may
But
our
"liberal"-minded
There exists a certain class of individuals
sand years or more. Whatever want of precision there
and unhappily among them are sometimes found whether there are not, in fact, some essential and may be here I must leave to Catholic archaeologists to
he seems to give a fair feeling of the
who pride some non-essential Christian teachings. Cer- determine. So also
some calling themselves Catholics
Church
in medieval society, so far as this
influence
of
the
themselves upon what it pleases themto designate tainly there are. St. Augustine enjoins upon us is practicable for so decidedly secular a temper. In some
in doubtful matters important points of Catholic history he seems to go astray.
as their broad and enlightened religious views. unity in essentials, liberty
the great fault of Worse than that, in at least one fundamental doctrine,
things.
consider
and
in
all
Put
charity
it
Liberal in other things, these persona
In some
is that it claims that of Purgatory, lie is vague and incorrect.
religious
theory
rethe
"liberal"
their duty to be liberal also in the matter of
fundamental points of discipline and use, moreover, he- is
ligion. They have their own concepts and con- the authority to decide for itself what are the es- completely unintelligent.
As to Catholic monastic history, there arc two reprevictions of the creature's obligations to the Creator, sential and what the non-essential doctrines of sentations
in which I think his accuracy may be sharply
adherents
denies
the
One
of
its
Christianity.
and they appear willing that their neighbor
questionad. The action of "Ivanhoe "is dated in 1194.
should entertain his ideas on that subject, even Trinity; another impugns Christ's divinity. This The Cistercian order was not yet a century old, and its
reconstitiition under St. Bernard, with the wonderful
if those ideas flatly contradict the truth. They one attacks the Real Presence; that one ques- great
inspiration streaming out from it, was as yet only seventyof
the
The
"libauthority
the
Church.
hold that every man's views of religion, provided tions
yc*rs in the past. Moreover, Bernard's Influence
does not, of course, go to such nine
over the order, as over the Church, remained in full force
they be lived up to honestly and sincerely, are eral" Catholic
he lived, and much longer, and in 1134 he had
acceptable to God. They may be fully con- lengths as these. He generally hesitates to ex- as long as dead
forty-one years. I would not undertake
only
been
in
of
the
of
teachings
any
disbelief
vinced that their own religious ideas are the only press open
to say that, even as early as 1194, there may not have been
contradicts them, in England,
correct and true ones ; but they would not, for the Church. He practically
and even nearer to Clairvaux, Cistercian
staying
life,
by
away
of
as
careless
and sensual as the Prior of J or van x.
dignitaries
in
his
manner
however,
all that conviction, think it necessary that these
Assuredly, however, they are not to be introduced with
of
obligaholydays
and
Mass
on
Sundays
relifious truths should be accepted by others, from
the easy unconcemedness of " Ivanhoe," as a mere matter
and of course. Johnson's Cyclopedia is doubtless right in
because they think, in their large liberality, that tion, by failing to frequent the confessional
his other religious representing the Cistercian body in Richard's reign as
all forms of Christianitymust be pleasing to God, the altar-rail, by neglecting
still on the upward move, and as not reaching its culminit
to denounce
be,
may
by
failing
duties;
or,
and that men, therefore, should be free to choose
ation for some sixty years from the time set for the story.
for it
the irrational, Then began a gradual decline. My honored friend,
the creed that pleases them best, and to make when the occasion calls
absurd and anti-Christian claim that it is not a Doctor Richard S. Storrs, it is true, justifies Scott in the
that their religious rule of life.
matter of the Prior of .Jorvaulx, but I think he has deferred
When a man has been brought up a Catholic matter of much importance what a man believes too much to this great genius, but not great historian, and
sort of Christianity exceedingly indifferent Church historian.
he finds it very difficult at the outset to look provided he professes some
life.
In truth, Scott is not thinkingabout, the Cistercians in
upright
and
leads
an
with any favor on such a religious theory as that.
or the Clugniacs, or the Benedictines, about
particular,
As faith finds expression in many other their rise or their decay, or their reformations. Had he inTaught from his earliest years that there is but
?and the sort of troduced his high-bred and humane, but voluptuously selfone God, one faith, and one baptism," liber- ways than in words, so unfaith
practically indulgent prior fifty years earlier, he would probably
liberalism
here
considered
religious
alism in religion, such as we have portrayed it,
just the same man. He conceived the
in a variety have made him
clausl.ral life ill itself as issuing only in well Intending
appears very inconsistent and repugnant when amounts to that can exhibit itself
in any ilulness, or in sensual self-indulgence, crossed occasionally
it first presents itself to his gaze. Little by lit- of manners. Let us beware of showing it
by blind zeal or rratless ambition, lie has so little conform !
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tle, however, the theory, despite all its deformi-
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ception of the magnificent lights of nionasticism, that he
can not even portray the gloom of its shadows. The one
defect, of course, implies the oilier. His whole description is Hat, shallow and commonplace, so far as anything
of his can be commonplace.
By the way, in all his allusions to the Prior of Jorvaulx
(and there are many), he makes confusion worse confounded. He evidently has never stopped to think what
is the precise status of this functionary. In "The
Monastery," it is true, he does seem to understand
t hat properly and originally a prior is the foreman of the
monks of an abbey, representing them to the' abbot, and
in a manner theabbot to them. He is appointed,and may
be removed, by the abbot. Next, when an abbey swarms
out into a daughter-house, still dependent on the mother,

the subordinate local superior, also appointed and removable by the abbot, naturally keeps the name of prior.
Here is the tirst step towards detachment. If then the
priory at last became independent, it often, out of reverence for the founding abbey, kept the inferior title. At
last, says the Encyclopedia llritannica, there was in England at least among the monks, as distinguished from
the friars?no difference between an abbot and a prior
of an independent house. Scott, however, seems to have
no conception of this slow development, but tumbles
everything together in hopeless and anachronistic confusion. The same man, in the same chapter, indeed T
think sometimes in the same paragraph, is tirst prior and
then abbot, next, abbot and then prior. Sometimes he
appears as the independent chief of a separate monastery,
chosen by the brethren. Then he is a prior in the early
sense, subordinate, in the same house, to an abbot, and
therefore no prelate. But to tangle matters jwist rescue,
the author covers all his baggage with mitres, so that he
alternately plunges into nein-prelatical subordination, and
?

re-emerges into the very highest monastic rank, into
almost episcopal dignity. In short, Scott, evidently, has
never thought twice about the matter. His monastic
books are, like a backgammon board, all back and no
leaves.

Still the chapter of the I'rior of Jorvaulx is lucid compared with that of Friar Tuck. There are only threethings certain about this worthy. He is a priest, an outlaw, and to cover his brigandage, ostensibly a forest
hermit. How then is he a friar. There were no friars
yet. The earliest order of friars, the Franciscan, is still
half a generation in the future. The name of St. Francis
has as yet never been heard of in Kngland. The very
notion of a friar, as dedicated to social service, in contrast
with contemplative seclusion, is even farther away from
hermit," than " monk," alt hough the Augiistinian friars
"grew
out of an aggregation of former hermits. Friar
Tuck plainly is not even a runaway from any sort of
monastery. His scornful defiance of " the Hishop of
York's official " shows that he owes, though he refuses
to render, diocesan obedience, as a secular priest serving
a woodland oratory. Yet Scott puts into his mouth a rollicking ballad about "The Barefooted Friar," which is full
two hundred years before its time. It can only lie saved
from being a whimsical anachronism by being thrust
forward from the age of Richard I. to that of Edwarel lit,
t he grandson of the grandson of Richard's brother. The
whole portrayal is as helter-skelter as Friar Tuck himself
Scott deals even more inequitably with the Knights

Templars than with their close allies the Cistercians,
whose great abbot drew up the Templar rule. This
famous order of militant monks lasted almost exactly two
hundred years, being founded in HIS and suppressed in
1313. In " I van hoe's "time, therefore, it is to be presumed
still in the ascending line, especially as, reckoned from
its coneiliar confirmation, the order then only dated back
sixty-six years. It had therefore still a hundred and
eighteen years to run, almost two-thirds of its whole
public duration. Now, even at the time of its suppression, did it really deserve the foul charges preferred
against it'.' This is very doubtful. Its great offence, in
the eyes of that unscrupulous and rapacious tyrant,
Philip the Fair, wan undoubtedly its vast wealth, and
great power. The concurrence of Clement Y. in the
king's action could give the royal accusations no weight.
Clement, a French archbishop of no eminent repute, imposed on the long-resisting cardinals by Philip's overmastering influence, under the still fresh dismay surviving the outrages of Anagni, retained in France by the
king, was so completely under coercion, that, in a matter
personal to Philip, he was hardly capable of giving a
sentence of ecclesiastical, much less of moral, validity.
The seventy years' Babylonian captivity of the Church
bail bc-guii. In most countries which were free from the
control of France, that is, in Spain, Portugal, Germany,
the Templars were found innocent. Even in Italy, only
the Guelphic Florence condemned them. Kngland, under
the Influent
f Isabella, the infamous daughter of an
evil father, naturally followed France and the Pope. The
whole evidence, given compactly and lucidly in the new
Methodist clrurch history, shows that modern disclosures
concur with anciently known documents in giving solemn
weight to the denial of all guilt made by fifty-four knights
at the stake, and confirmed, four years later, under the
same fearful tortures, by the Grand Master Molay, and
Dc- ('barney, the grey-haired Master of Normandy.

Cardinal

Hergenroether, (t. c., the great encyclopedia

republished under his auspices) Doctor D"llinger, and
Bishop Hurst, representing, respectively, the Koman
Catholics, the Old Catholics, and the Methodists, all
agree in severe condemnation of element's action. Indeed it is very evident that he was not a free agent. He
was in such continual fear that Philip would coerce him
into bringing indelible ignominy on the Papacy by
anathematizing Boniface VIII., that he really could not
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say that his soul was his own. Thus,'it may fairly be of the most eminent historians, is Rev. Mr.
declared that, in the estimation of all shades and grades
Starbuck's statement that Clement, a French
of Christianity, the reputation of the Knights Templars
staitels higher now than for the last, six hundred years, archbishop of no eminent repute, imposed on
anil the conviction of their innocence is firmer.
the long-resisting cardinals by Philip's overNow Scott not only assumes as authentic the- charges eef mastering influence," was made Pope. Such a
voluptuousness, heresy, ami Eplcnrean atheism, but
actually transfers them back (at, leas', its already largely statement is contradicted by the fact that the
prevailing in the Order), more than a century, from 1312 solemn decree of election preserved in the
to 1194. This anticipatedand antedated calumny would
Vatican tells us that the choice was made by
be a matter of grave complaint if we could take" I vanballot, that of the fifteen votes east (ami
secret
seriously.
We
can
not
very
hoe "ami " The Talisman "
well do this, yet, it is well not lei pass unnoticed this after- all were mentioned by name) ten voted for
working of the malice e»f an evil king.
1 will next, pass to another assumption of Scott'a reBertrand (Clement V.) and that the other five
specting the Templars, which is not, a calumny, lint a

"

.

very great

,

blander.
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[Key. Mr. Starbuck gives us above a very terse
and interesting solution of what might be called
one of the historical mysteries of the Middle
Ages. Volumes have been written on the history of the Knights Templars, their alleged
crimes and the reasons of their suppression. Some
of the ablest historians of ancient anil modern
times have treated at great length these matters,
ami they seldom if ever agree in all their conclusions. Our friend, Mr. Starbuck, however,
appears to find no difficulty in solving the knotty
and intricate historical questions that have SO successfully defied the learning anil research of many
eminent historians. The whole affair, according
to Mr. Starbuck, is very simple.
The rapacious
the
envied
the
power of the
Fair,"
Philip
tyrant,
Knights and longed for their wealth. As the
Knights were a religious order in the Church,
Philip must have a pope of his own, who, obeying his orders, will abolish the Order and allow
Philip to appropriate its wealth. This is the
simple story. Now for the evidence. Mr. Starbuck finds it "given compactly and lucidly in
the new Methodist church history." To us it
appears as grotesquely funny to put on the witness stand against the Pope a " New Methodist
Church History" as it would be to quote the
testimony of a Spanish newspaper of five months
ago to prove the standing, worth, and civilization
of the citizens of the United States. Of course,
Cardinal Ilergonroethor ( or rather the encyclopedia said to havebeen published underhis auspices)
united with Doctor Dollinger, and Bishop Hurst,
the author we presume of the above church history, is made to express the same opinion of the

"

Pope.
Compelled some time ago by the state of our
health to "take to the woods," we are not within
reach of the encyclopedia credited above to
Cardinal Hergenrdether. We have, however,
oilier sources of information as to the Cardinal's
opinion of Clement Y. and the suppression of
the Knights Templars. In his "Catholic Church
and Christian State " the Cardinal says: At the.
"

Council of Vienne which was opened on the Kith
of Oct., 1311, the affairs of the Templars appear
to be the most important matter." The Pope
"with the approbation of the Sacred Council"
promulgated the sentence of abolition of the ()rdor
of the Temple. From this same decree we learn
that all the property, movable ami immovable, of
the Templars, was given to the Hospitalers of St.
John by the Pope.
Again history does not appear to sustain Mr.
Starbuck when he says that in Spain, Portugal
and Germany the Templars were found innocent." On the contrary, it would appear that in
each case the courts appointed to hear the evidence simply reported their unfavorable lindings
to the Holy See. It is evident therefore that the
Fathers of the Council of Vienne considered the
whole question of the Knights including the
charges made against them, ami the evidence
supporting these charges, and, as a result, agreed
with the Pope in the opinion that the Knights
should be suppressed. The suppression of the
Knights, therefore, was not a case of huggermuggering between thePopeand the king as Mr.
Starbuck would ask us to believe.
No lew inaccurate, if we are to believe sonic

"

joined the majority by "accession."
Again Key. Mr. Starbuck says the Pope was
retained in France by the king under coercion,
and "that in a matter persona) to Philip he was
hardly capable of giving a sentence of ecclesiastical, much less of moral, validity."
There are at least two mistakes in this statement.
First, the Pope did not live in France
under the jurisdiction of Philip, but in Avignon ;
secondly, it is of course a grosserror to say that the
Pope was hardly capable of giving a sentence of
moral validity. Catholics, at least, can understand why the official sentence of the Pope in
dealingwith principles of morality or questions
of faith, even though the Pope may be a much
less worthy man than Clement V., is not only
morally valid, but infallible.
We may be permitted to close this whole case
of the Knights Templars in the wordsof the prince
of modern historians, Cantu, as follows:?
"If therefore the wicked prosecutions instituted in
France tempt us to regard the Templars a.s itiuocenl, :ind
as victims of Philip the- Pair, the calm with which Ihe

Church proceeded, the processes instituted during many
years in Italy and in other lands, and without violence,
allow us to suppose that many of ihe Knighls were guilty,
and that the king of France should not be compared with
Clement V., who, by suppressing the Order,' not v, jure,
but by way of provision,' saved innocent individuals, and
disappointed the- royal greed by assigning its wealth to
the defence of the Holy Land."

Editor Sacked llkaim
THE CONFRATERNITY

Kkvhcw.J

OF THE HOLY GHOST.

It may be interesting to many of our readers
learn, before the month passes quite away
wherein the Apostleship of Prayer has placed before us as a special object for our petitions, "devotion to the Holy Ghost," that, in the Lenten season of the year 1*77, a confraternity called the
Servants of the Holy (Jhost was begun in England. The special blessing of the Holy Father,
Pope Pius IX., of venerable memory, was asked
and obtained, the petitioner being none other
than the great and beloved Cardinal Manning.
In his petition he announces that the Key. Father Kawcs, an Oblate of St. Charles (that soonraunity of priests established by Cardinal .Mannine; in his diocese of Westminster), had successfully begun a society, the purpose of which
was to bring about an increase of adoring love to
the Third Person of the most holy Trinity, "a
child-like affection" for Him.
The Holy Father granted this petition, and
also gave certain indulgences to the new confraternity, the plenary indulgences being, as we
can easily understand, for Pentecost and the
feast of the Annunciation ; also for the d.iv of
to

enrolment, and at the how of death, on invoking the Holy Ghost. The only obligation required was to he enrolled, "with a sincere love
for the Holy Ghost, a desire to increase His
glory, and an intention of doing what we are
able for this end." April C>, 157.1, Pope Leo
XIII. raised this confraternity to the dignity of
an archoonfraternity, with power to aggregate
theretothe confraternities in other places. The
special patrons of the archconfraternity. as gives)
by Pope Leo, were the Klessed Virgin, whose
spouse was the Holy Ghost; St. Paul the Apostle, and St. Thomas Aquinas.
A little handbook of singular beauty and deep
devotion was put forth by Father Rawes. It was
(Continued on puf/e 171.)
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scream at the top of their voices a doggerel of fifteen, equipped with slender luggage, went
forth to earn his bread. Of situations in shops
rhyme which I had never heard before:?

CThurceAbroad.
CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS
FOREIGN LANDS.

IS AU LiE D

IN

Bbtroot, Aug. 8, 1898.

It is very sweet to drink milk
"Sweeter
far to trample
cross
the

underfoot,

It is pleasant to smoke cigarettes
But killing Christians is the best of all."

It makes one's blood boil, but what can one
do? If one were to strike the little rogues he
would be a dead man within the hour. The
bringer of a complaint is sure to be condemned,
and when a Christian is condemned, justly or
otherwise, he has to pay the last penny of his
fine. The case is reversed where the plaintiff is
a Musulnian.
The death penalty having been revoked, a
Turk is condemned to imprisonment or to forced
labor. He is transported for a term of years,
but it is not long before back he comes, with
brazen and insolent assurance of impunity. His
twenty years have been easily reduced to ten
months, or even less. It has been pure comedy.
The malefaction thus condoned, the same ignoble
exploits are repeated with the tacit complicity of
a government, which can not enforce the laws it
enacts. It is indeed a miserable existence that
one is compelled to lead in this land so fair to
look upon, but so degraded where moral questions are at issue. It is this degradation that
few who remain, they are determined to exter- drives so many Syrians to emigrate to more
minate. Therefore from time to time a massacre favored lands. At the present moment there
is organized, always under the specious pretext are in America and elsewhere, more than one
of Christian misdeeds. But massacres require a hundred thousand, which is relatively a very large
great array of force and violence, in order to proportion.
bring them to a successful issue, ami impunity is
If the Ottoman government had the vaguest
not always assured. The difficulties are particu- notion of equity, or even an adequate conception
larly great in the cities of the coast along which of the true interest of Turkey,'it would do all in
European ships are constantly cruising.
its power to retain so many industrious and inBut wherever it can be done with no risk of telligent subjects, so many arms for its defence.
retribution, a daily, underhand persecution But no, Christians are not wanted. Those who
against the Christians is waged. The incidents persist in living there must be hampered and
that I mention have come under my personal ob- oppressed, and the Sublime Porte, the negation
servation. A group of children in a Christian of all that is elevated or sublime, prefers to reign
neighborhood flying kites. A quarrel begins. in a desert rather than over subjects whose
Out comes an orthodox Greek, a shopkeeper, souls can not be enslaved.
and distributes a handful of pacifying cuffs,
Paul Leroy Beaulieu, the well known political
which brings all parties to terms, but when the economist, alludes to the influence and respect
Musulman boys go home, they complain to their enjoyed by the Sisters of Charity and the
parents that a big man gave them a beating.
Jesuits, in Syria, where they possess 980 schools
Whereupon the irate fathers, armed with pis- and 32,000 pupils. Damascus, surrounded by its
tols, sally forth in broad daylight and advance enchanting gardens is today, as in the time of
on the Greek's shop. Without explanation, pre- St. Paul, a nourishing city. Eventhe fanaticism
amble, or warning of any sort, several shots are of the Musulnian avails but little as a hindrance
fired through the open door. The Creek dodges to the progress and prosperity of European
the bullets, draws a dagger and wounds one of residents in this city. The Sisters walk unveiled
his assailants. Then he calls his neighbors in, to in the streets, saluted everywhere with respect
bear witness. The Mitsiilmans escape; the police, and even with admiration. They need no escort,
true to their traditions, arrive upon the scene just and are accompanied only by a child.
as the ball is over. The shop is still there, ami
There are 40,(100 Catholics in Beyroot, 37,000
of that they take possesion. Meanwhile its owner Orthodox and Protestants, and 7,000 Jews.
familiar with Turkish justice, has found a snug .Although the Catholic schools are less than half
hiding plane, and in lieu of the actual criminal as numerous as those of the Turks, they have
who is not to be found, the police pounce upon many more pupils than the latter. The Jesuits
his parents and brothers and east them into have occupied their present quarters in Keyroot
prison. His shop is left standing open anil un- since lss:;. Eighty members of the Society of
And all this Jesus are engaged in active work. They have
guarded, like a place accursed.
befalls a man who defends his life against an as- a famous medical school with six French physisassin. But the man is a Christian ami the as- cians, and more than one hundred students; also
sassin is a Turk.
a printing-press for Hebrew and Syriac works.
When the poor Libanian peasants come in to The management of the medical school is a
Beyroot to purchase the necessaries of lite, the model every new discovery and invention is at
Turkish shopkeepers bully them so, that they are once applied. M. Leroy Kea-ulieu just alludes
in terror of their lives, and buy all sorts of things to the contemptible intrigues of the Sultan's
that do not suit them at all.
court as likely to imperil the existence of this
There is no end to the ways in which the school, without however, giving any definite
Musulmans show theirhaughtycon tempt andscorn details.
of the Christians. They insult them in the open
General Foreign Notes.
street, under the very eyes of the police. I have
Iv Alexandria, even before the Salesians apmyself often heard very little children uttering
their
upon the scene, there was no lack of
peared
insults
in
the
of
the grossest
presence
schools
for
who
never
showed
the
least
of
checkcertain classes of pupils. The chilsign
parents
dren of well-to-do families were provided for,
ing their lawlessness.
Not long ago, on the occasion of a Musulman and the poor had their orphanages, and their
festival, a priest was walking quietly along the free primary schools directed by the Christian
street, when a band of girls and boys began to Brothers, but the trouble came when the youth
In a letter to the I havers, one of its correspondents says: It is true I have not yet tarried long
in the East, but long enough to have made up
my mind, that in spite of the charms of Syrian
skies, and Syrian seas, I would not banish my
dearest foe to Beyroot, ami compel him to dwell
among Musulman people and their rulers.
Formerly, thanks to the presence of European
consuls, a Christian could live and ply his trade
in any of the Levantine ports safe from molestation. Since those peaceful days, the powers have
seen fit to leave Turkey to govern herself at will,
and also to effect her own reforms
as if the
Turk who firmly believes his nation is leading
the van, is likely to entertain projects for improvement? he thinks his antiquated tubs are
far and away beyond an English ironclad.
The highest ideal of the Turk is fidelity to that
sanguinary principle long since formulated: "The
West for Christians, the East belongs to Islamism." They have no use for Christians, and the
?

;

?

and government offices there were not enough to
go round, and what was to become of the hoys?
The Salesians appeared.
Now the Salesians, although they train pupils
for the counting-room and the. learned professions, also teach them to handle the saw and the
plane, to wr ork in metals, and to drive the plough.
They started in modestly. Not two years ago, a
religious landed at Alexandria, almost alone,
lie had to struggle more or less, but struggling
is
wholesome. lie bought an old prison. It
sheltered the first pupils and more than one
abandoned child found a home inside its walls.
Dom Testa was the very man for the place.
An enthusiast and a persistent worker, nothing
depressed his courage. If he could not have
the chapel of his dreams, he contented himself
with a very humble oratory. lie has seen great
things accomplished in Turin, Bologna, Nice,
and he had the faith that moves mountains.
Soon the prison took on the activity of a beehive. Shoemakers, tailors, joiners, blacksmiths,
all working with a will.
The house already contains many children who
are receiving a double education. The municipality lends its engines for the use of students of
engineering, and private individuals often give
tracts of land for practical lessons in agriculture.
But twelve religious are not enough for the work,
and in order to receive a larger number a new
house must be built. They propose to found a
OoMege and school of arts and trades which Egypt
has long needed.
The Brothers of Christian Schools' had conceived a similar scheme, but their very busy
lives have thus far prevented them from attempting to initiate it.
Sixty years ago there was not x single Catholic Church nor a resident priest in all New Zealand. Thanks to the devotion and indefatigable
energy of the Marist Fathers, and a few Benedictines and secular priests who soon followed
them and lent generous aid, New Zealand is now
enjoying an archbishopric with three suffragan
bishops, more than one hundred priests, five hun-

dred religious, sixty teaching brothers and a

Catholic population numbering about one hundred thousand.
In order to appreciate the difficulties and trials
which our Catholic missionaries have to surmount and endure, in their remote parishes if is
necessary to be on the spot. Some of these parishes embrace a territory more extensive than
that of the largest diocese in Prance. To cite
only one or two examples taken from the diocese of Christ Church a single priest is compelled
every Sunday and feast-day to either drive or
ride seventeen miles fasting between two Masses.
It requires six days to visit the confines of his
parish, all the while fording rivers anil torrents,
climbing steep precipices and rocky slopes ; sometimes driving along shores washed by the waves
of the Pacific, sometimes forcing a passage
through virgin forests.
Another priest had to travel MM) miles to give
the last sacraments to a poor man who had not
seen a priest in forty years. Still another after
paying a sick call at the further extremity of his
parish, being obliged to say Mass at home on the
next day had to travel ninety-live miles in
twenty-four hours.
Thfe iftieth anniversary of the Sister Superior
Marie dc la Croix was lately celebrated in the
prison at Antwerp. Every member of the administrative force was present, as well as all the
prisoners. M. le procureur dv roi, in his address,
complimented the Sister on her half-century of
devoted and unwearying service. "In your
difficult and ungrateful mission," he said, " you
have never allowed yourself to be dejected for a
moment, bringing to your work the most perfect
tact, charity and love of (rod and your fellow men.
On your breast shines the cross of the Order of
Leopold, the civic cross, the gold medal. The
government can do no more for you. But I
realize that no earthly reward can affect an angel
of goodnesslike you." It is from your conscience
and your faith that you derive your admirable
unselfishness and abnegation."
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dealing with the sort of sermons usually delivered
from Protestant pulpits, Mr. Lonergan pays this
tribute In the archbishop of Philadelphia:
" We
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS have yet a Ryan, the
Lacordaire of America,
IN THE MAGAZINES.
whose learning and eloquence are recognized on
A Protestant Failure.
all sides." Archbishop Ryan would promptly
Inasmuch as he is plainly writing of non-Cath- repudiate, though, with all the vehemence of
olics for what he says is not applicable to Cath- his splendid oratory, the intimation that the
olics
the article which Mr. T. S. Lonergan con- Catholic Church in this country was in any sense
tributes to the current issue of the Arena on lacking in eloquent and effective preachers.
"The Church and the Masses," may be regarded
No Room For Class Churches.
as an acknowledgment on his part of one of the
Lonergan
Mr.
is especially, but not unwarrantmany failures of Protestantism as a religion. Mr.
ably,
severe in his criticism of thai phase of ProtLonergan asserts that non-churchgoing among estantism
which builds one church for wealthy
Protestants is on the increase, and he says this is
and another for poor worshipers. There should
particularly true of the Protestant agricultural
be no room, he well says, in this free country for
and working population, whose members, he adds,
class churches. That statement is, of course,
are becoming more and more alienated from their
respective churches. In illustration of that ali- sound enough ; but a much more vigorous conenation he cites the fact that when a Protestant demnation of class churches can be found in the
church committee in this State, some time ago, character of Christianity itself, which its Divine
asked two hundred labor leaders to discover ami Founder instituted, not for the benefit of any
particular class, but for the salvation of all manreport to it what was the attitude of workingnien
and to whose first teachers, to be by them
kind,
toward the church ?the Protestant churches betransmitted
to their successors, he left the poor
ing understood very few of those leaders vouchas a special legacy. Lamentable as has been the
safed any reply to the committee's request. On
failure of Protestantism in theline of persuading
the other side, he instances the circumstance that
when the secretary of a labor union, not long people to comply with their religious duties and
since, sent live hundred circulars to as many min- attend Sunday services, Mr. Lonergan evidently
that that failure is nut altogether irreisters asking them to preach against, Sunday la- believes
mediable. "When ministers," says he, "open
bor, very few of the preachers paid any attention wide the doors of their churches, preach the gosto the matter.
From these two happenings it pel of Christ, and apply it to the sne'ial problems
Would seem to follow that if the working classes of the day, espouse the cause of labor, extend
have very scanty regard for the Protestant chur- sympathies to the poor and unfortunate, do away
with carping criticism, and teach the classes the
ches, those churches.take but very little interest duties
they owe to society and religion alike,
in matters which are of paramountimportance to then the working people will go to church." This
the working people. And yet, as Mr. Lonergan advice is good as far as it goes, but it is capable
pointedly remarks, the Founder of Christianity of being improved upon or, at least, enlarged.
was Himself a WOrkingman, and religion and There are, of course, not a few Protestanl ministers and churches against whom and which Mr.
morality, to inculcate which virtues is one of the Lonergan's
criticisms can not justly be levelled.
principal duties of all churches, are the only true But there is a slill larger number to which
ami
safeguards of our liberty and free institutions; whom they are literally applicable ; and it is to
and irreligion and anarchy, which may be looked be feared that his well-meant advice will pass
'or in communities where the people are not unheeded by such preachers and churches.
churchgoers, stand in the relation of twin sisters.

CRuerligeonC
ts omment.
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Reasons For This Failure.
The reasons which Mr. Lonergan assigns for
the growth of the noii-atteiiilance of people at
Protestant church services are interesting. lie
mentions six causes which, in his opinion, have
contributed to bringing about this non-attendance,
to wit, superfluous sects, extreme individualism
in the churches or ministers, class distinctions,
rented pews, war of creeds, and dry and artificial sermons. The fourth cause, rented pews,
might, we think, have been omitted from this
list. People are perfectly willing to contribute,
by the payment of pew rent, to the support of a
church that supplies their spiritual needs and
satisfies their religious expectations; ami when
they find such a church they will not allow the
sum asked for pew rent to keep them away from
its services. The great majority of the pewholders in Catholic churches are working people, ami
they are never found complaining about the
amount of their pew rent. The other reasons,
however, which Mr. Lonergan assigns as causes
for the non-attendance at Protestant services
seem good ones. It is an undeniable fact that the
almost interminable divisions and subdivisions of
Protestantism into sects have disgusted and
driven from the churches thousands upon thousands of people who can not reconcile such superfluous sectarianism with even the imperfect
ideas ofChristian unity which they entertain. The
continual warring of the sects with each other
has had, naturally, similar results, and so, too,
though doubtless in a smaller measure, has that
extreme individualism which may be said to be
the chief characteristic, to the virtual exclusion
of Christianity, of certain Protestant churches
ami their ministers. In theportion of hi- paper

Down in Porto Rico.
August Century is largely given up to articles dealing with the lands wherein the American ami Spanish forces have been battling with
each other this spring ami summer, and one of
those papers, written by Mr. F. A. < >ber, furnishes the reader with some interesting information about, Porto Rico and its people. According to Mr. Ober, the present population of this
tslaiiel is 806,000, of whom 306,000 are colored.
This population is smaller by 150,000, in round
figures, than that given in the statistical report
of the diocese of San Juan ; but Mr. Ober practically agrees with that report in another item.
He says that there are five hundred primary
schools in Porto Kico
tire diocesan report puts
tiie number of such schools at oi7 ?as well as
others of secondary and higher grade. All these
schools are under the guidance of the Church,
through whose influence they were established;
and Mr. Ober's figures must be something of a
surprise to those individuals who contend that
the Church has done nothing for the education
of the people in Cuba and Porto Kico and the
Philippines. Mr. Ober tells us thai the San
Juan cathedral is a stately edifice with three spacious naves, and that it-t high altar is constructed
Of the finest marble. In the church of I.a PrOVldeneia in San Juan, he also informs us, stands a
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real condition of things in that Philippine city
the idea that Mr. Cumming's treatment of his
subject is not as correct as it might be. lie is
careful to tell us that the religious orders are
strong in numbers in the archipelago, but he
makes no mention of the good they have accom-

plished there, where, according to Professor
Klumentritt, whose authority is universally acknowledged, "the Catholic missionaries are unnsually active not only in the spread of
Christianity and civilization, but also in the
geographical ami ethnographical exploration
of the archipelago." He informs us that all education is in the hands of the priests, but neglects
to add that Manila, as Hon. John Barrett, whose
long residence in the Fast qualified him to write
on the subject, asserts, " was the seat of colleges,
observatories andtechnical schoolsbefore Chicago
had existence." He declares that no translation
of the Bible
no Protestant version is what he
?

means
and no Protestant church or service are
allowed in the Philippine capital. That may be
true. Even Protestant Germany found it advisable and even necessary to exclude from one
of her eastern colonies certain American preachers, and Mr. Cumming ought to bear in mind
that the Protestant missionaries in Hawaii sent
the first Catholic missionaries out of those islands,
and so influenced the government that it was not
until France sent a warship to Honolulu thai
Catholic priests were permitted to land and minister to the Catholic islanders. Mr. Cumming
finds fault with the number of holidays kept at
Manila, whereas one of our daily papers, not
long ago, said that one might profitably imitate
the people of our new dependencies and add to
the number of our own holidays. Then the public processions held on great feast clays are not
?

altogether pleasing to .Mr. Cumming, with their
pyrotechnic accessories. He falls, we think, into
a rather ludicrous error when he speaks of the
long, loose robes worn by the processionists on
one of the days of Holy Week as their grave
clothes; for the probability is that these robes
were simply penitential garments worn in deference to the sorrowful spirit of the season. According to this article these Manilareligious processions occiti- chiefly in the evening, and thousands of people participate in them.

The,

Women in Science.
The current Popular Science Monthly has a
short article on the al>o\e subject, whose author
admits thai she drew much of the information
contained in it from M. Kehiere's " I.es Fetninis
dans la Science," a work giving the names of six
hundred women who distinguished themselves in
one or another scientific line. Among these
feminine scientists was Novella d'Andrea, daughter of a fourteenth century Bologna professor,
who often took her father's place in the university lecture room, and was so beautiful that she
had to stand behind a screen while lecturing, in
order that the Students might heed her WOrdl
and not become lust in the oontemptation of her
loveliness. St. Hildegarde is also mentioned
ami proclaimed the patron saint of physicians.
I.aura Kassi, Anna Manr.olini and Maria Agnesi
are also named, all three being natives of Bologna
and honored by the famous university of that
city. More modern names arc those ol Madame
Lavoisier, Sophie Kowalevski, Caroline Herschel,
Mary Somerville, Maria Mitchell ami Agnes
Mary Clerke, the well known contemporaneous
Catholic astronomical writer, whose pen frequently contributes tei European ami American
publications. The old Catholic universities of
famous image of NuestraSenhora delos liemedios medieval times, this paper tells us, were always
so rich in adornments that the cloak with which prompt tei recognise the intellectual abilities of
the statue is draped <>n grand occasions has a women and gave them every opportunity of gainvalue of |1,500, while the jewels it possesses ing and imparting knowledge.
The universities
represent $20,000. In view of tin- interest now hail female professors in many instances on their
attaching to Porto Kico, Mr. Ober's paper is a staffs, and the acquirements of those women
very timely one.
were far in advance of those of the sweet girl
of modern days, whose learning this
graduate
Life in Manila.
writer facetiously sums up by saying that she
Equally timely is the contribution which Mr.
Ktle'W'N till' gre-Ul llllilc e»f ICOMS,
Allel lhe- elate eif the- war e>f the- TOMS
Wallace Cumming makes to the same magazine
Ami lhe- reaseeii .if things
on " Life in Manila," though a perusal of his
Why the liielian* wore- ring>
paper is apt to give people who have learned the
In their ted aboriginal nossa."
?

"

?
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Thirteenth Sunday after

Pentecost. Feast of St. Augustine. Epistle, Gal.
iii, 16-22; gospel, Luke xvii, 11-19. One of the
lepers mentioned in the gospel of today may well
be typified in the character of St. Augustine whose
feast we celebrate. He was eaten up with the
leprosy of sin, until his conversion, and after that
he thanked (hid for his mercy in effecting the
cure which made a saint out of a wretched man
of the world, who had tasted all its vices only to
find that they brought satiety and disgust. And
who was this great saint? The son of an idolatrous father, who was willing, to give his boy all
the advantages of a pagan education, but who
refused to believe in Christ or his divine teachings. And these two men, through the mercy
of God, were saved by the prayers of a
good wife and mother. How wonderful are the
Ways of the gracious Creator ! No one would
have believed that this pagan father and his riotous offspring would have died in the bosom of
mother Church, yet through the constant petitions of one who loved them they were enabled
to see the tight and to walk in it until their death.
Augustine was great in intellect and scholarly
attainments, but he did not have the learning
that alone can satisfy and make happy?a knowledge of the true faith, as it is presented to the
mind of the Christian. He was vain, ambitious,
and self-seeking, fond of pleasure, and willing to
injure health, strength and brain in carnal enjoyment. He lacked what all unbelievers lack
humility. He thought he knew more than
Almighty (bid, and rejected the simple but sublime teachings of the Scriptures in which
a wisdom far surthere is all wisdom
passing that of man. lie could not or would not
see that the mighty tomes of Grecian and Roman
lore contained nothing to compare with the
Bible, and he went on his way vainly trying to
find truth in the falsehood and misstatement of the
uninspired works of mortal men, who were lost
in the mazes of heathen mythology or the deceits of heresy, if, indeed, like the fool, they
did not deny there was any God whatever.
Augustine was a teacher in the schools, but he
could not give the instruction which man must
have to win salvation. In Cartilage and Koine
his schools were frequented by the cultured men
of his time, and for his vast attainments they
had nothing but admiration and respect. Still
he was unsatisfied. Bis inquiring mind was seekingfor some rock hitheseaof doubtupon which he
could rest securely, and he thought for a time he
had found it in the heresy of the Manieheans
and in the speculations of one of their leaders,
but he discovered that they gave him only ashes
and not the ever-burning flame of true religion.
In Rome, to which city he fled from the disorderly students of Carthage, he was still un?

?

Milan,

happy, and then he took his flight
where he fortunately made the acquaintance of
St. Ambrose, and this had an influence on the
conversion of Augustine which the latter did not
at first suspect. He thought he was only listeniii<_r to the words of an eloquent man, skilled in
oratory and rhetoric and not to divine truths,
which were working their way into his doubting
heart. He was cleansed of his leprosy, finally,
by having his attention called to the example of
St. Anthony, who was won to God by hearing
a passage from the Gospel. Augustine heard a
child's voice bidding him read the Holy Scriptures, and he obeyed the summons and found in
one of the epistles of St. Paul, to which he fortunately tuned as if by accident, a protest against
Through all his
riotous and impure living.
Augustine
cherished a love tor his
wanderings
mother, St. Monica, and may we not infer that
through her intercession lie eventually became
a true son of the Church and a saver of souls,
to
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Religous Maxims.

Churc alendar.
C
Sunday, Aug. 28.

II E A RT li EVI ft W.

Religous Instruction.

FORGETTING GOD?S GOODNESS.
I lave you any misfortunes ? Have you been
Were not ten made clean ? Where are Ihe nine ? "
called to do as our Lord and His Blessed Mother? S/." Luke xvii. 11.
If our Lord stood in our midst today He would
Are you favored with trials? Listen! " Resignation in suffering is one of the greatest means not have to confine this rebuke to the nine, but
of pleasing and of uniting one's self to the Sa- might with justice ask Where are the ninetynine; where are all those whom I have made
creel I leart of Jesus."
clean ; where are those whose sins I have washed
Reposing in his altar-home?
Ini|irison'd there for love of me?
away ; where are those whose sufferings 1 have
My Spouse awaits me and I come
lightened; where arc they, for there is no one to
To visit him awhile and be
return thanks?
A solace to His loneliness
Good Christians, is there need to remind you
If aught in me can make it less.
But is He lonely? Bend not here
to return thanks
you for whom God is doing
Adoring angels a.son high '.'
so much, you who are now living in His peace
and friendship V Alas ! that the truth must be
A softer glory Hoods His eye.
Tis earth's frail child He longs to see :
told, we are as a whole, an ungrateful set. Not
Aud thus he is alone?for me!
that we mean to be such
God forbid !
but
Ukv. linitumi Hill.
Monday.
we are so taken up with the cares and troubles
When men and women rise from prayer and of this life, so worried about our present needs,
find themselves better, that prayer is answered. so anxious about our future wants, that we forget for the most part to look back, forget to
Make chastity thy furnace, patience thy goldsmith,
Understanding thine anvil, divine knowledge thy tools,
reflect upon all that bas been done for us. The
Bear thy bellows, austerities thy lire,
little time we do devote to God's service is not
thy
thy
crucible,
Divine love
and Clod's ambrosial Dame
spent in thanksgiving, but rather in asking for
smelting.
In such a true mint the word shall be fashioned.
more than our past ingratitude would warrant us
Sunday.

I

:

'

This is the practice of those ou whom God looks with an
eye of favor.
The kind One by one glance makes them happy.

TUESDAY.
The joy of a good death is well worth all the
pain of a mortified life.
Make content nient thine earnings, modesty and self respect thy wallet, meditation the ashes with which to

cover thy body.

Make thy body, which is only for death, thy beggar's coat,
and the rule of faith thy staff.
Wednesday,

Give, looking for nothing again?that is, with-

consideration of future advantages; give to
children, to old men, to the unthankful, and the
dying, and to those you shall never see again ;
for else your aims or courtesy is not charity, but
traffic and merchandise; and be sure that you
omit not to relieve the needs of your enemy and
the injurious; for so, possibly, you may win him
to yourself; but do you intend the winning him
to God.
out

O Help of Christians, Mary mild,
Our refuge, advocate, and friend,
By every tender title styled,
Protect its still unto the end,
Our ways in life aud death attend!

Thursday.

The best evidence of piety is submission to the
will of God. "Ye are my friends if ye do whatsoever I command you," says Christ.
My heart with gladness springs,
It cannot more be sad ;
For very joy it smiles and sings,
Sees naught but sunshine glad.

Friday.
O most sweet

Jesus, what riches dost Thou
contain within Thy Heart, and how easy it is for
us to enrich ourselves since in the Eucharist we
possess that infinite treasure.

B'l'lni
Saturday.

sun that lights my eyes
' Is Christ the Lord I love.
I sing for joy of that which lies
Stored up for me above.

He who bravely treads the path of duty will
find it strewn with the flowers of joy.
And you whom Berth's poor glory moves
Must stand some day before God's throne,
And at His feet lay gifts Me loves,
Not those your pride had longed to own.

for the prayers of a good woman availeth much
before the throne of eternal mercy.
Monday, Aug. 29. Keheading of St. John the

Kaptist.

:

Ti ksh.w, An.. 30. St. Kose of Lima, Virgin.
YVcdkksday, An.. 21. St. Kaymund Nonatus,
Confessor.
Thursday, Skit. I. office of the Blessed Sacrament St. Giles, Abbot.
Friday, Sept. 2. St. Stephen, King of Hungary, Confessor.
Saturday, Sept. :;. Office of the Immaculate
Conception.
1

?

?

in

?

hoping for.

Be assured, Christians living in the grace of
God,that many of the doubts and difficulties and
most of the dryness of soul from which at times
we suffer, would utterly vanish if we dealt less
niggardly with God, and spent more time m
generously thanking Him for all His favors.
But there is worse ingratitude than this,
and you yourselves arc witnesses of it. Remember the times of God's special and extraordinary
graces; for example, the time of a mission, when
His graces and favors were bestowed most
lavishly on the sinners as well as the virtuous.
Recall how generously He dealt with many souls
of your own acquaintance, even perhaps with
some of yourselves; recollect how many were
cleansed from this foul leprosy of sin by His
holy word and saving sacraments ; but where are
they all now? Some perhaps have already gone
to answer at the judgment seat for their ingratitude others are still among us as a parable of
the extraordinary patience and long-suffering of
a loving God. They are sick, and He still heals
them; they are starving, and He still feeds
them; they are in tirouble, and He still comforts
them. Yes, they are even in mortal sin, and
from time to time lie cleanses them. But, oh !
ungrateful Christian, how h>ng is this to last f
How long is God to be tempted ? It stands to
reason, it can not but have an end. Put it to
yourselves, is there any sin or vice you have less
patience with than that of ingratitude, of forgetfulness for favors and kindnesses received?
No, there is no vice that so incenses us, no sin
we find so hard to condone, because it is an
abuse of that which is highest and noblest in us
our love.
Indeed, if all of (bid's creatures owe Him a
debt of gratitude; if everything created should
praise the Lord, oh how much more does this
obligation fall on us, for we who are children of
the faith are His debtors indeed! When our
souls are sick even unto death with sin, He is
ready to heal them as He did the lepers in today's
gospel; when weary with the cares of life, lie is
ready to refresh us ; when tempted beyond our
strength, lie is faithful to us; and what does He
ask in return ? Listen, today, to His lament and
harden not your hearts: There is no one to

:

?

!

return

thanks."

"

Be generous, then, henceforth in your thanks to

God, for He loves and will reward those who are

grateful for all Re has done for them.

Perfection consists not in doing extraordinary

deeds, but in doing ordinary actions extraordin-

arily well.

9
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Written for the Review.
SAVE THE CHILDREN.
C. T. A.

Keep Thou, O Lord, these little ones of ours,
These bright-eyed boys, and girls of gentle ways,
li'rom all things evil, from the darker powers,
Whose influence else may wreck their fill lire: days.

Temptations manifold they needs must meet
Hut grant them grace from evil paths In shrink.
And let not ever, Lord, their wandering feet
lie; led away into the snares of drink.

THE CHILDREN OF DRUNKARDS.

Upon no class of unfortunates does the curse
of rum fall so heavily as upon the children of
drunkards. In the recent report of the Belfast,
Ireland, branch of the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children it was authoritatively
stated that ninety per cent of the cruel wrongs
practiced upon helpless children may be traced
directly to drunkenness. We have no doubt
that the same percentage would hold good in
every other place where liquor is freely dispensed. The heaviest part of the curse, however, that falls upon childhood, is not the cruel
beatings, nor the neglect and starvation, but the
inherited vices and weakness of mind and body
which makes a pure and honest manhood and
womanhood almost an impossible thing. For a
child born of drunken parents, breathing and
drinking in poisonous fumes and liquids from
earliest infancy, there is little hope save in the
working of the grace of God in the heart. To
expect that a person so born and nurtured could
overcome the evil tendencies of his nature by the
mere exertion of his own will power would be
as vain as to expect a man to stem a Niagara Hood
with a spoon for a paddle. It is the might of
(.od that can save.
TEMPERANCE

'I'm: Hampden County temperance convention
was held in Chicopee, Mass., last Sunday.
kki'oi:mi:i:
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on which was written
I hope you will enjoy he has now made, lie must remember that hell
your meal ; it is the same as your family have at is paved with good intentions, and to dream of
home."
doing a tiling is not to do it. In a prose story
by
Longfellow, called " Kavanagh," there is a
Tin-: following delegates were elected to reprewho is always planning to do great things,
man
sent the temperance society of the Sacred Heart
but
whose
life drifts away without the accomparish of Springfield, Mass., at the diocesan conplishment
anythingworth remembering. Now,
of
vention to be held in Pittsfleld, Oct. 10: Wm..l.
do
not mean to infer that my young friend has
I
Tate, John T. Lovett, Doctor William .1. Leonard
a character like the hero of the American poll's
and T. .1. Collins.
tale, but I want to impress upon his mind the
Miss X athkri.ne M a 111 k\\', a New York news- fact thai
paper worker, is a niece of Father Mathew, the
" The flighty purpose never is o'ertook
well known apostle of temperance. Miss Mathew's
Unless the deed get with it.''
father was Irish and her mother French ; she was
asks
He
me to lay out a course of reading for
born in Bombay she lived in London, passed
him. This is rather a difficult matter, for Ido
several years in Paris, anil is at last settled in
not know his tastes or inclinations. The most
New York. She speaks English perfectly and
profitable reading generally is that in which a
converses in French fluently, but an occasional
is greatly interested. That is if his taste
word she pronounces with "a bit of a brogue." person
has not been debauched by perusing sensational
"I had for a long time," said Cardinal Man- stories of the dime novel kind, or the "yellow"
ning in one of his temperance sermons, "the care journals which are, if possible, worse than the
of a reformatory school myself, when I acted as blood-curdling tales. J. O'D's taste in fiction,
chaplain, and I recollect well the poor boys who however, seems to be good. His favorite authors
were brought there told their tales of misery, of are Dickens, Scott and Thackeray. These are
the way in which they had come to theft, and to masters in the domain of imaginative literature.
breaking the law. One said 'I had a drunken But I would advise him not to read too many novfather,' another, I hail a drunken mother,' and els in his youth, for this will make him averse to
I hardly found an instance in which these poor more solid literary matter. Besides if he is an
boys had not been wrecked by the habits of in- insatiate novel-reader now, he will soon exhaust
toxication of their parents."
all the pleasure that is to be derived from fiction.
He will come to know all the plots that can posA man was sitting in a saloon. He had an old sibly be made, for there is a limit to human inbattered hat on his head, a short black pipe in vention, and after he has read a few pages of a
his mouth, his clothes were ragged and his shoes
new book he will divine just how it will turn
worn-out. But he had not always been like out and will close
the volume in disgust. Sweets
that; he had known better conditions once. As
may be taken now and then with enjoyment, but
he looked out of the saloon door, he saw two they
are cloying if indulged in often. When a
tidy clean little children come for their father's boy is tirst employed in a confectionery shop he
beer. As soon as they were outside the door is allowed to eat all the candy he
wants. The
the little girl took a drink from the jug, while wise
owners know that this is the best way to exher little brother waited patiently for his turn. cite dislike for it. They thus
a
prevent a depleThe poor drunkard lwoketl at them very sadly, tion of their profits and remove temptation from
and said with a sigh
Ah, that's how I began, the
boy's way.
anil I can't leave it off now."
In regard to the poets which I am asked to
It was asserted by one of the speakers at the recommend, I would advise first the reading of
meeting of the Catholic Temperance Union that Shakespeare. He may be a little difficult for a
?211(1,(1(10 visits are made daily to Boston saloons. beginner, but the mind needs vigorous exercise
It is to be remembered that this includes only as well as the body, and things that are easily
the men of the city the women, we are thankful grasped do not strengthen the mental muscles.
to say, do not to any considerable extent drink in Henry Norman Hudson's school Shakespeare is
public places in Boston. The desire for socia- a good work with which to open the study of the
bility, we suspect, has quite as much to do with poet of all time. The objectionable matter is rethis immense patronage of saloons, as the desire moved from these two volumes, and the introfor alcoholic, stimulus. The coming Christian ductions to the various plays, by Hudson, give

;
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Kirn does not mix with reason.
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should reform himself first. If he

turns his attention to others before himself he
begins at the wrong end.

Tin: love of liquor and the love of lucre seem
to be two great causes of scandal in the army
during our late unpleasantness with Spain.

"

?

devise popular meeting places much valuable information that the young reader
Thio Hi oi> of St. Louis says "Other things civilization will
can not obtain by using the larger editions of
innocent
of
to drunkenness."? Christemptation
being equal he endures hot weather best who is
Shakespeare's works. There are older English
tian
Advocate.
least addicted to the use of intoxicating liquors."
poets than Shakespeare, Chaucer, for instance,
but the study of this poet may well be deferred
With Bishop Tierney of Hartford, Ct., as
Friendly
for a time. It is not easy to read his verse withpresident, and Father McGilliouddyof Worcester,
out some instruction. Shakespeare's historical
as treasurer of the C. T. A. P., New England is
SELF-EDUCATION.
plays will be found a mine of information, though
well represented in that organization.
I.
they may differ from the histories in many points.
Ii a young man has the love of drink and does
I have received a letter from J. (I'D. I do Still they give an excellent idea of the characters
not give it up, the chances are a hundred to one not print his full name because he has not given they
portray. It has not been decided whether
against him. lie will go on little by little, and me permission to do so. He seems to be an am- Shakespeare was a Catholic or not, though I inhe will find at last he has got his master.
bitious, worthy youth, who has just been gradu- cline to the opinion that he was a member of the
ated from the grammar school, and would like Church. There is nothing in his writings to disTwo hundred and fifty-three saloon-keepers
to
pursue his studies further, though circumstan- prove this, that I can see. We may, therefore,
have gone out of business in Chicago, since
will not permit his continuing his study in assume, for the time being at least, that he was
ces
July 1. The war tax on beer is the cause. By
the
advanced schools. lie writes clearly. No a Catholic. Another Catholic poet is Dryden.
the first of the year, the city collector says, 100
could mistake his meaning, and this shows He is not "in evidence " as much as he should
one
more dealers will close their doors. At present
he
has
profited by his past instruction. He is be, nowadays, but every Catholic should read
there are about 6,000 saloons in the city.
now full of enthusiasm. Will he keep up this "The Hind and the Panther." Pope is a famous
Into a certain public house a poorly-clad ardent love for study ? I hope so, though poet who was baptised, reared and died in the
woman recently went in search of her husband. sometime people who enter upon any pursuit faith, though he has written little on purely reShe found him there, and setting a covered dish with a rush, so to speak, become easily discour- ligious subjects. His " Essay on Man," his
Which she had brought with her upon the table, aged. My young correspondent will soon go out " Essay on Criticism " and his Moral Essays
Knowing that you wwt.' too busy to into the world to earn his living, for he tells me are lull of food for thought. Kut I have already
she said
some home to dinner, I have brought yon yours," he is to begin work next month. lie will there used up my space for this week, and must defer
and departed. With a forced laugh, he invited find many temptations that he has not previously a further reply to my young correspondent until
a friend to dine with him ; but on removing the encountered, and he must not be seduced by the my next article.
Benedict Kki.i.
cover from the dish, found only a slip of paper, love of amusement to forget the good resolutions
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
Bow to Get a Badge and Manual.
[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Rkvikw,
or renews an old subscription, with two dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get the badge
for you semi in your nameand be enrolled as a member,
and sign the League promise and keep it,? that is, if
you arc not a Defender already.
"We can not give badge and Manual for any special or
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate
($2) is paid to this office direct.]
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people who were not anxious to have the Cubans and
Americans know about each other's doings. One of the
Texan troop was selected to carry the dispatches. And
remembering Punch's reputation for cleverness he obtained permission to take the little mule along. When
they were well along the road Punch grew restless ant!
the soldier quickly decided there were enemies about.
He sat down along the roadside and began to eat his
lunch and feed the mule. And he did something else,
too, he took his dispatches, wrapped them up in his
?rubber tobacco pouch, and when he gave Punch a handful of grass he made him swallow the pouch too. A

short distance further on he was halted by some
Of course, -they
Spaniards who searched his clothing.
found no papers so they let him go. Punch and the
messenger hurried on and reached the Cuban camp in
well it's really too bad to have to
safety. And then
tell it, but then the surgeon killed Punch and took the
tobacco pouch with the papers in it from his stomach.
?

FIVE LITTLE BROTHERS.
Five little brothers set out together
To journey the livelong day,
In a curious carriage all made of leather
They hurried away, away !
One hig brother and three quits small,
And one wee fellow, no size at all.
The carriage was dark and noue too roomy,
And they could not move about;
The live little brothers grew very gloomy,
And the wee one began to pout.
Till the biggest one whispered: " What do you say
Let's leave the carriage and run away."
So out they scampered, the live together,
And off and away they sped !
When somebody found that carriage of leather,
Oh, my ! how she shook her head.
'Twas her little boy's shoe, as every one knows,
Anil the live little brothers were live little toes.

Independent.

Considerateness and unselfishness are "grown-ups'"
virtues. Boys ami girls are not apt to think whether
mother or father or a comrade's feelings are going to
be hurt. They don't often remember that the "grownups " may be tired or not feeling well and not really
mean arid cranky when they object to the tin-pan band
or the baseball rooters under the window. And )et
boys and girls who want to grow up good and useful
men and women mutt learn to be considerate and unsellish, and the sooner they begin the easier it will be.
A little girl and her younger sisters and brothers play
under Uncle Jack's windows, and every day almost
Uncle Jack hears her say, " I'm the oldest so I've a right
to the tirst chance," when they're counting out, or "you
must give me the first bite of your apple because I'm
the oldest," or "I ought to have the biggest piece of
cake because I'm the biggest." And then the others
protest. They say it's not fair for her to want the best
thiDgs always. And then they quarrel and she says
they're not nicely behaved children at all. It never
occurs to her that she's a very selfish and inconsiderate
person and the cause of most of the quarreling.
And that reminds Uncle Jack of a little story. Three
little newsboys chipped in their pennies and bought a
big watermelon. They took it out on the sidewalk
under the shade of a tree and cut it with a jack knife.
It was just otl the ice and beautifully cool-looking; the
green rind dewy from the heat; anil the heart white and
pink with big black dots of seed all over it. The
smallest boy smacked his lips and said:?
" I want my piece right out o' the middle."
" No you don't, piggy " answered his elder brother
with a little cuff, you want your share same's the rest
have red, white, rind, seeds an' all; and that's what
you're goin' to get, an' no pickin'. Nobody has any
business with all the middle, while other folks eat the

"

?

!

edges."
But there that's quite enough of a preach for hot
weather. Here's a bit of a war story. If Uncle Jack
were to tell you this hero was a donkey, you'd probably
think he was joking. This story is no joke. It's a
"really truly " story, as the children say sometimes.
Punch was a sturdy little mule who had made a reputation for himself at the Texan post where his division
was stationed. His virtues were quite extraordinary,
to hear the cavalrymen tell them. He could carry packs
as heavy
well not quite as heavy as himself. He
could really beat a race horse, they were sure, though,
of course, he had never had a chance to try. People
who get up races are so prejudiced against mules, Punch
never would have an opportunity to distinguish himself
they feared. As for intelligence, well now you're talking, the cavalryman would say as he leaned back and
began to tell about Punch's wonderful doings. But
Punch's turn came at last, and sad to relate, as is often
the fortune of war, with distinction came death. You
might truthfully say he died for his country. This is
how Punch, the mule, became a hero. When the troops
arrived at the coast of Cuba the ellicers desired to communicate with the Cubans whose camp was some distance inland. The messenger would have to go al- ng a
tong and lonely road, and he would probably meet
?

Portland, Mb., July 12, 18U8.
Dear Uncle Jack:
Enclosed you will find two dollars to pay my brother's
subscription for another year. We think the Revibw is a
very tine paper, ami we enjoy reading it very much. As
a premium please send a set of books for learning the
Irish language. lam going to try very hard to learn it.
I have lost the League badge I got with the last subscription, but I am going to get another one when my brother
renews his subscription again next year. Please let us
know when you receive this letter. My letter is getting
quite long, Uncle Jack, so I will close it.
Your loving niece,
Elizabeth Y. Carroll.
Elizabeth's very business-like little note has been answered, and no doubt by this time she has worked out
her IIrst lesson in Gaelic. Uncle Jack fears she will
need a great deal f perseverance unless she can persuade some older folks to form a little class or club and
study with her. It is difficult to learn any unfamiliar
language without a teacher, arjd Gaelic is not the easiest
tongue in the world. However all things come to those
who persevere, and if Eli/.abath will keep everlastingly
at it she will surely be victor. Everybody really ought
to know at least one language besitles his own. It is
always easier to study in a class with a teacher, but no
end of folks have learned French and German by themselves. Perhaps next to the class and teacher method
the easiest way is to get an interesting story in the language one wishes to learn antl with the help of a dictionary and a grammar, go to work and translate it.
Any of the boys and girls who have an opportunity to
learn Spanish should grasp it at once. Spanish Is the
language of our new possessions in the West Indie?,and
of c Airse there will be a great deal of business done
with these colonies and Cuba after things are settled.
So you see the correspondent or business-man who can
speak and write Spanish may have an atlvantage over
those who can't. No doubt in time the English language will drive the Spanish out just as it has everywhere else, in Florida and Louisiana anil California for
instance, but it will hardly be generally spoken in Porto
Kico in the life time of Uncle Jack's young folks. Perhaps the young geographers have quite forgotten that
California and Florida once belonged to Spain and the
inhabitants spoke Spanish.
?

<

Ifot.YoKE, Mass, Aug. (i, 1898.
Dear Uncle Jack:
It is now vacation antl I spend most of my time in reading, and riding my bicycle. The games that I play are
hide-and-go-seek, drop the handkerchief, salt antl pepper,
duck on the rock, blind man's bluff, grandma gray, tag,
London bridge, knife, foot antl half, run sheep run, hill
dill, anil base ball.
I received my First Communion Thursday, June !).
There were forty-five girls anil forty-five boys. There
were forty-six girls but one died June 8. Father I'helaii
gave us instructions every Tuesday after school. I went
to Communion the first Friday at 7 o'clock Mass. Well,
Uncle Jack, 1 will close, bolting to see my letter in print.
I remain,
Your nephew,
ItANIKL FKNTON.
Daniel's vacation letter is very welcome. Uncle Jack
hopes the other boys ami girls will follow Daniel's example and tell their Uncle Jack what they have been doing this vacation. Is Daniel getting acquainted with the
out-of-doors folks at all? Has he learned to distinguish
the different sorts of shade trets and how many wild
flowers can he call by name. Just now is the time to
learn things about seeds. It is very interesting to watch
the different kinds of seeds different plants have and
their very curious methods of scattering them. Of
course all the children know the dandelion seeds, each
with its own little parachute which the wind catches
and carries far away from the parent dandelion's home.
The milk weeds have beautiful, flufty, White sails for
their seeds which are kept in a coarse green pod until
they are ripe, when the pod bursts open and the seeds
sail off. Then there are the burrs and the siicktight
which fasten themselves in the fur of animals or in peoples clothes and are carried far away. Daniel will tind
?
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August 27, 1898.

Mrs. William Starr Dana's and Franklin Schuyler
Matthews' books very entertaining, and they will tell him
a great deal about the interesting flowers of the swamps
and meadows and mountains.
PeABODV, Aug. 8, 1898.
Dear Uncle Jack:
This is my first letter to you. I am nine years old.
Igo to St. John's parochial school. I am in the fifth
grade. My teacher's name is Sister Anna Joseph. My
studies are arithmetic, catechism, llible history, United
States history, spelling, geography and grammar.
I haveread " Andersen's Fairy Tales, " Grimm's Fairy
Tales," the " Life of Napoleon the (treat," and stories
that come in the Review, like "A Capital Message antl
how it Went," Ursula's Second Marriage," anil " Only
"
a Mountain Lass."
The flowers that grow around here are buttercups,
tlaisies, iuaytiowurs, bluebells, wild roses, wild morning
glories, wild pansies and clover blossoms.
The trees around hero are peach, pear, apple, chestnut,
willow and many others.
Thinking my letter is getting long, I remain,
Your new niece,
Elizabeth Dkiscoi.l.
Uncle Jack is delighted to hear from his new niece.
He hopes Elizabeth will write agaiu soon. Perhaps she
will tell him about her town next time. And he wants
to know about the games the children play an the pets
they like. Doesn't Elizabeth know any of the shade
trees, the elms, or maples, or oaks or poplars? The elms
are very tall, graceful trees with great branching limbs
that bend over at the top. A great many little branches
grow along the big boughs. The leaves are very like
the plum tree leaves, only they are rougher, and have a
great many more veins. Orioles are very fond of elms.
If Elizabeth will watch closely perhaps she can llnd an
oriole's nest hanging from the tip of the highest branch.
Of course she knows that orioles have bright orange
breasts, and they build a nest that looks like a green
bag hanging from the limb of the tree. Most of the
stories Elizabeth has read are rather grown-up. Uncle
Jack is sure she will like Father Finn's or Mollie Elliot
Seawell's or Marion Ames Taggart's much better. And
Uncle Jack hopes she is learning some good poetry by
heart. If she hasn't reatl Miss Kepplier's Book of
Famous Verse" perhaps Santa Claus will bring it to
her, and then she can learn some of the Tery good
poems she will find in it.
?
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Salem, Mass., July 27, 1898.

Dear Uncle Jack:
My papa is to renew his subscription to the Sacked
Heart Review and I wish to become a member of tin:
League of Defenders of the Holy Name. I promise not to
take the Holy Name in vain by cursing, swearing, or
using bad words. I promise to use my influence to
persuade others to join with me in defending tin: Holy
Name from insult. I promise to say to myself (not aloud)
?

whenever I hear any out: swear, "God's name, be praised."
I go to St. Mary's school, taught by tin: Sisters of St.
Joseph. Our pastor's name is Father Tierney. Please
send a badge anil Manual to
Your loving niece,
Mary L. Carney.
little
letter
of Mary's, and
very
Now that's a
nice
Uncle Jack hopes to get more of them. Will Mary tell
him about her pets and her dolls and the games the
children play? And is she learning to know the trees
and Mowers and birds by sight? She must not forget
that she's a Defender now, and that she's promised for
life to watch out that her tongue doesn't get away from
her. Tongues are queer. Unless you watch them closely
they are likely to be saying all sorts of snappy, cross
words, and saucy words, and angry words, and nasty
words. The only way toilo with a tongue that runs away
like that is to shut your lips tight and keep it a prisoner
whenever you think it's going to run into mischief.
UNCLE JACK.

SOME THINGS CATHOLICS HAVE DONE.
Catholic monks were the Mrst to put Moating bells

over sunken rocks as a warning to mariners in fog and
darkness. Cardinal Stephen Langton was the Mrst to
found a society for putting llxed lights on dangerous
headlands to guide ships safely on their way. lie called

it the Guild of St. Clement and the most Blessed Trinity,and Trinity House at the present day, which rules all
light houses in Kngland, is a direct successor. Cardinal
Simon Langham was the Mrst to establish schools in England for painting, architecture, and the cultivation of
orchards, gardens and lish-ponds. William of Wykeham,
the great bishop of Winchester, was the Mrst to introduce the system of making good roads. The daily date
so familiar to us on the top of every newspaper is due
to the labors of the Jesuit Father Olavius, performed at
the .rder of Pope Gregory XII. The life of Leonardo
da Vinci is a wonderful lesson
engineering, art and science. Modern physiology is based on
the work performed by Eustachius, Fallopius, Vesalius,
and Mah/tghi; aud Bishop Steno was the Mrst to write a
systematic treatise on anatomy.
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FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR?S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE
How Do Ants Find Their Way?

SACKED

HEART

lift VIEW

continue on its way across the section, but on
coming to the place where the section ended,
instead of going on it would act as above described. These and other similar experiments
leave little doubt, says Bethe, that there is a
polarization of the guiding material; but to say
that it is polarized does not explain all phenomena. Unless the ants walked home backward or
deposited the guiding material backward while
coining home, there would be nothing present to
indicate the direction of the nest. One experiment showed, however, that outgoing ants follow with difficulty the paths of incoming ants,
and vice versa. This indicates the existence of
two different guiding materials in the same path
one an incoming guiding material, the other
deposited by outgoing ants.

In the January number of Pjliiger's Archiv
is a communication by Albrecht Bethe on the
supposed existence in ants and bees of a psychical faculty. The author lays down the general
proposition in relation to instinct and reflex action, that only those actions can be designated
instinctive in which an animal, that can be
proved to possess psychical qualities, follows an
inherited impulse without a previous process of
learning, in which the action is not purely reflex,
but is eventually regulated through psychical
Lubbock thought that he had proved that ants
processes. Thus a silk-worm spins its cocoon
retlexively, but a bird builds its nest instinc- communicate one with another, but Bethe uses
tively. Instincts are neither wholly reflex nor one of Lubbock's experiments to show that the
conclusion is not justified. If a handful of pupa'
wholly psychic.
Without entering into the general question of placed on a piece of paper near the nest be found
the psychic qualities of ants and bees an exten- by an ant, soon numbers of ants will be carrying
sive summary of which is published in the June the pupa' home ; but if an ant be carried to the
number of the American Naturalist our readers pupa', and when it has taken one be aided to find
using
may find of interest some accounts of the re- its way home, and so on for several trips
sults of Kethe's investigations as to the method the same ant each time ?no other ants ever find
the pupae, except, of course, by accident. In the
by which ants and bees find their way.
It is generally thought that ants know the above-mentioned case no path is laid down to the
region about the nest, and orient themselves pupa', hence there is nothing to guide the ants to
when going about, by familiar objects, either them, while in a formerexperimenttheyhad a path
through sight or smell. They travel on paths, to guide them, and the information therefore is not
and when off the path are lost until it is regained. con veyedby the antennas as Lubbock supposes. All
Some sugar was placed on a blackened paper in of Bethe's experiments to ascertain the presence
front of a nest. The first foraging ant did not of any communicationbetween ants could as well
find the sugar; the second ant, after making be explained through simple psychological stimuli
curves, zigzags, and loops, found the sugar, took as through intelligence. Several experiments
a grain and retraced its steps, but cut off the conducted for the purpose of calling out the inloops. Before it had reached home a third ant telligent action of ants, should they possess such
had come to the place on the paper where No. even in the most meagre degree, were carried on,
?

?

?

?

2 had left it, followed its track to the sugar, and
returned the same way as the first; and all the
ants which came near this path followed, each
straightening it, however, by an antenna'slength,
until in an hour or two there was a straight path
betweenthe nest and the sugar. None followed
the unsuccessful trail. It would appear from
this that not only is there a track left which
may serve as a guide to other ants, but that it
is of such a nature as to indicate the outcome of
the expedition. The paths were followed as
well when covered with black paper tunnels, as
when left well lighted ; but a strip of paper 5-10
mm. wide laid flat across the path would bother
the ants greatly. They would stop on reaching
the paper, and become very unquiet. Several
would collect on both sides, but none would crosri
over ; some would turn and go back, and some
try to crawl under the paper. It would seem
that the ants deposit on the path something
which guides them, the volatile nature of which
is shown by the fact that if a strip of paper is allowed to remain until the path over it is well
established, and then removed, the space from
which it was taken becomes as great a hindrance
as was the paper when first laid down. The
drawing of the finger across a path leading over
a glass plate will cause the same result as the
paper strip. In the first case the guiding
material is covered up, in the second it has
passed off naturally, while in the last it has been
wiped away.
Ladened ants returning home, even if picked
up, turned about and placed on the path backward, will always go toward the nest. A path
was led across a board, a section of which could
be reversed, thus making the path lead in an opposite direction to the one laid down. When the
section was reversed the next ant coming to the
section from either direction would stop, flourish
its antenna- over the path, and run from side to
side, but would not proceed. If the section was
not reversed until the ant was on it the ant would

but all with negative results.

The Confraternity of the Holy Ghost.
(Continued from page 185.)

introduced by a letter from Cardinal Manning,
and contains an account of the formation and
purposes of the society, an office of the Holy
Ghost, some very remarkable hymns and prayers
(only too few in number, and exciting a wish, as
does the entire volume, to know something more
of the author and compiler) ; and a Mass of the
Holy Ghost. The conclusion of the book is a
tine hymn in prose that well repays study, mental
and spiritual. The thronging words move steadily on, like the voice of the many harpers harping with their harps beside the crystal sea. We
give a specimen of the writing.
In the rock-built city of the eternal years,
there standeth, high and lifted up, the great
white throne. Hound it there clingeth a sapphire light; it is enfolded by a brilliance of tire.
An amber glory is its girdle of praise ; and over
it is the gleaming of a rainbow, 'in sight like
unto an emerald.'

"

" On that tlu'onc, O Holy Ghost, Thou reignest
forevermore, being God and Lord in Thy uncreated life. Before Thee the living creatures
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in Jerusalem, where the apostles were assembled
the first great Pentecost of the Christian
Church. But what do we, individually, see or
hear or feel or know concerning that indwelling
Spirit of Whom St. Paul solemnly tells us that
we are His temples ?
Heading the great apostle with this thought in
mind, we shall be deeply impressed with his strong
at

and

constant

devotion

to

the Holy Spirit of God.

Know you not," he asks the Corinthians with
intense earnestness, know you not that you are
the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God
dwelleth in you ? But if any man violate the
temple of God, him shall God destroy. For the
temple of God is holy, which you are."
We are moved by the solemn thought that
everywhere the eye of God beholds us. What,
then, should be the lasting effect of this other
thought: He dwells within us? In her timehallowed hymns, the Veni Creator Sjririlus"
and the Veni Sancte Sjnritus," our mother
Church teaches us to cry to Him to indeed take
possession of our souls, so that they shall be all
His own ; to guide our minds with His blest
light, inflame our hearts with love, strengthen
our feeble frames; we entreat Him to visit our
hearts, and fill our inmost being. The more we
think of Him, the more we long to be possessed
entirely by this Holy Spirit of God, so that we can
truly say, with His devoted servant Paul,
that we no longer live these dull, cold, earthly
lives as now, but that Christ liveth in us by the
power of the Holy Ghost.

"

"

"

"

The world-wide, infallible Church is vivified
and maintained in truth and strength by that
Spirit's unerring power and guidance ; this we
firmly believe, and in this truth our hearts rejoice. But what wondrous strength lies in the
additional thought that with each one of us He
is, if in humble love we yield ourselves to Him.
A bush as if we were in church before the
Blessed Sacrament falls upon the believing soul
that adores and loves the Holy Spirit of God.
Like the grand prose hymn of Father Kawes, our
prayer ascends "My soul is athirst for Thee !
Wash my heart with the dew of the light; purify
my heart with Thy flame of heaven; speak to
my heart in the wilderness. Teach me to understand the piercingness of Thy voice. O Spirit
of burning, Thy flames enfold me. Let me be

:

Thine forever, and do Thou forever be mine.
Make me faithful in every thought to Thee.
After the winter and rain, do Thou, 0 Lord of
life, be mine forever ; and let me, Thy servant,
O Lord of love, forever be Thine."
EDITORIAL NOTES.
The Review to the Front.
That the Kkvikw has a large and extensive
circulation throughout the length and breadth of
the United States and Canada none will gainsay.
Few people, however, are aware that its circulation extends over the entire world. We have
subscribers in Europe, Asia, Africa and Australia.
In fact wherever the Catholic heart beats, there
the Sai i;i;n Hkakt Kkvikw is found.
On the
day when the American rlag was hoisted over
Santiago dc Cuba, Sergeant J. W. Ford, of the
Ninth Massachusetts Infantry, saw a page of the
Kkvikw floating on the breeze along the streets
of the city. He picked it up, and was so surprised to find it in a country so far away from
the place in which it is published that he sent it
to John Quin of East Cambridge to show him how
widespread is the circulation of the Kkvikw, and
what a valuable medium it is for advertising purposes.

ever stand in the might of their beauty and the
throbbing of their love. Looking on Thee, they
rest not day and night, saying, Holy, holy, holy,
Lord (iod Almighty, Who was, and Who is, and
Who is to come.' "
It is difficult for hearts fettered and engrossed
by visible and material things to dwell long
upon the thought of One Who, while we may
reverently say of Him that He is as a flame, and
like unto the wind, is, nevertheless, invisible, intangible, inaudible, except to the spiritual eye
Shoes made of pressed leather scraps and
and ear and touch. He descended, indeed, in a
bodily shape as a dove, on Jesus, at the Kiver brown paper were given to the soldiers at one of
Jordan ; and there was a mighty wind and the training-camps. Pull up the contractors and
tongues of flame in the upper room of the house those who made the contracts with a short hitch.
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will be as tactful as possible with slang. That ought to be altogether
the children, and you will get them out of court among young girls, but
Conducted By Aunt Bride.
to speak correctly, because it is the it isn't, more's the pity. Some of
way sister speaks and because she them seem to think it gives them
MISTAKES IN EVERY-DAY SPEECH.
likes it. Perhaps you will be able an up-to-date air to use it much as
girl
who to subscribe for a good magazine or boys sometimes think it manly to
It seemed tragic to the
her
tale
of
pouring
was
out
woe in two which the neighbors may bor- swear.
music
It is really possible to he very
the cosy corner of the
room row. You will be careful not to
sweetto
do
and admirable and yet use exyour
good
backslide yourself and
of the old convent. To the
voiced nun with her tine wise stand- best to be helpful and happy. The tremely incorrect English, and once
ard their was something of a comedy rest you may leave to our Klessed in a while one finds people who use
about it.
flawlesslanguage and who have been
Lady."
it seems as if I simply
And when the girl who told her very, very wicked. Sometimes one
Keally
"
couldn't stand it, Sister Agatha. I the little story had gone away, Aunt comes across a person who has been
felt as if I should go wild if I did Bride found herself wondering why well taught at school but who connot come down here and talk it so many people are slovenly in their siders it an affectation to speak corover with you, and yet I know I habits of speech. They wouldn't rectly. He thinks he shows his
was selfish to ask for the money to dream of going about with hair un- humility or a democratic spirit by
come back so soon. Kut I could not combed or teeth or nails uncleaned, being as slipshod as his acquaintanhelp it. You've no idea how it all but every-day speech they seem to ces. The real humility would be in
grates on my ears and how ashamed consider not worth thinking about. knowing that it did not necessarily
of them all I get, and ashamed of Perhaps if they knew how their make one better or worse to use cormyself for being ashamed of them. mistakes grate on the ears of others rect English.
I never noticed their shockinglapses they would be more careful, for very
Long ago there might have been
of grammar before. I suppose I often they are fine, unselfish char- some excuse for slovenly habits of
was just as bad when I came to you. acters. Most people who go about speech, but in these days when
The children say " I done it"and making mince-meat of the language schools and books are within reach
'I seen it" but they're not half as do it unconsciously. Very often of everybody it's really a wicked
bad as the neighborswho say "hain't" they know better, but their attention neglect of opportunities not to learn
and ain't" and yous " and " yez" has never been called to their mis- to speak correctly. At least that's
"
"
and I be " and some of them say takes. A very little thoughtfulness what Aunt Bride thinks about it.
"
Aunt Kkidk.
" his'n " and " hern " and all of them in this matter would work wonders.
say hinted " and drownded " and Two friends who would agree to
"
"
A SUMMER CARE.
" nawthing." I even heard my correct each other's mistakes might
mother, who was a student here at work a revolution in their speech,
At this season the health of the
the convent when she was a girl, say providing their tempers were firebaby
becomes a matter of much care,
hain't " and not notice it. I sup- proof. Infinite tact almost is needed
"pose
engage the most intelliantl
should
I'll be saying them all myself to correct another's blunders withgent thought of every mother, for
after awhile if I stay there."
out hurting his feelings at the same
during the warm weather it is subThe nun smiled a little and said : time. For one thing the correction
ject to many ailments which a cooler
And so you want me to advice you should never be made before others.
"either
atmosphere
keeps at a distance for
to go to the city and teach or Where there are children going to
months. A well known physimany
write or do something which you school their teacher may be asked cian was
recently discussing the
think will bring you into the society to correct their mistakes, and they
with a well-meaning, but
subject
of people who use perfect English may be given permission to correct
llighty young mother, and expressed
habitually or to enter the convent their elders.
himself thus : " Just leave him alone.
with us. Is that it V "
Mistakes in pronunciation are
Don't
worry his temper into a pasThe girl Mushed guiltily. " I more easily righted than grammati- sion and
his nerves into fidillestrings
haven't decided on anything. I cal slips. All one has to do is to
by fussing. Have plain clothes, no
wanted to talk it over and ask your keep a good dictionary at hand, and rufues and laces that will have to be
advice."
whenever one hears a word of which
changed four times a day. If he beserious,
dear,
my
"You are very
one is doubtful refer to it for the
longed to me he would have a gingI fear you have not the saving grace proper pronunciation.
ham gown and a sunbonnet ami be
of humor. It comes late to most
Some of the most disagreeable deloose in the garden, there to
turned
women, but it will come, never fear, fects of ordinary speech come from
stay until the sun got too hot or
unless a girl is really frivolous, and faulty articulation of the words.
meal or nap time came around. I lave
then you will be able to face the The only remedy for this is to speak him
sleep on a hair mattress ami a
annoying little situations that await up, not to mumble or chew one's hair
pillow no feathers or eidereach one of us around every corner words, but to open one's mouth and
down to make him a good subject
of the world's streets without add- speak distinctly, giving each letter
for pneumoniaantl sore throat, croup
ing a gray hair or a wrinkle. It is its own sound. Many people slur
and fever. Don't let every woman
very trying to one whose ears are their words. They drop the h in
in the hotel kiss him. Don't wheel
accustomed to good English, to the what and make it " wut," for inhim around in his carriage all day.
soft voice, the carefully pronounced stance. Others add sounds that
him dig antl get close to mother
Let
words, the correct grammatical con- do not belong to the word, like
and don't think he will be
earth,
struction, to hear the language muridear" and "lawr" for "idea" and
"
white or quite as thin as he
ijiiite
as
dered. But, my dear, what was "law."
is
now
when
you come back in Sepyour superior education for V Were
Slang is another thing which distember."
you given exceptional opportunities figures everyday speech. There is
for your own pleasure, do you think, slang and slang of course. Some of
the bookkeeper, ad" Say,"thesaidcashier,
or to fit you thebetterfor your place it is so picturesque and witty that dressing
and winking
and work 'i Sometimes all our loved even those who speak the most knowingly at the ollice boy, "do
ones die or are able to care for them- beautiful English can not refrain you know anything about this new
selves and we are single like Mr. from using it. That sort of slang stamp tax V"
Barries Hob Angus, and free to usually becomes the good English of
"Sure," replied the cashier;
choose our work and our field and the next generation. The commonwhat do you want to know V"
our housemates. But more often est sort of slang is vulgar and coarse. " "Suppose," continued the bookthe road stretches plainly before us Then there is the positively nasty keeper, "that T wanted to express
and our work is there to be done or
shirked. You won't shirk, my dear,
TO FAMILY
AAinA AND PREWIUMS.-FACTORY
I know. You will go home and I in 1/1 II
The Larkin idea fully expl.i.ed in
I
Free sample
beautiful free booklet
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my opinion ; would 1 have to stamp
the express receipt?"
"Undoubtedly," answered the
cashier. "But if you will allow me,
I would suggest that you forward
your opinions by mail."
And why by mail ?" asked the
"
autocrat of the ledger.
Because," replied the cashier,
"
"as they have no weight, it would
be much cheaper."
1 >on't forget to pay a visit to Carey's, 727Washington street, Boston, or 230-224
Breadway, South Boston, when you arc
about to'buy carpets en- rugs, or, in fact,
anything in the house-furnishing line. He
keeps an excellent assortmentof goods and
-7».'i

sells them at, the lowest possible prices.
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?\)t M&sotxalum for l\)t Propagation of tl)* Jaifl;.
Office:

ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.
75 Union I'ark Street, Boston, Mass.
Dioeeean Director: Rev. Joseph Y. Tracy, D. D.

OBJECT OF THE ASSOCIATION.
To promote the evangelizing of non-Catholic peopies by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.
w ./\u25a0/, v/.r ?;\u25a0/,. ,o ~ii
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Archbishop.

A NNA I.S.

Letters from the missionaries of the Association
are collected and published every other month in lie
A ?na/s, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
collector ol
contributions or Promoter, and he, or
she, is expected to pass ,t around to the other members in Succession, after which it becomes his or her

tin

property
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tarnishing a permanent fund, thus becoming
members
in /?er/'etifity. These may enjoy the above spiritual
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PROPAGATION. both friends and altars the poor
strayed sheep whom we have the
consolation every year of bringing
A letter from Archbishop Hughes oj
back
to the fold of the one Shepherd
Neii) York, written in the name oj
the numerous orphans tenderly
the first Provincial Council of New
eared for by our pious nuns the
York, to the members of the counstill greater number of young chilcils of the Propagation of the dren
preserved in our Catholic
Faith.
This document is of parschools from the poison of heresy
ticular interest to our readers be- the
staff of zealous missionaries suscause when it was written, the diotained by your prayers and by your
cese of Boston was a suffragan see
alms?in a word, all our faithful peoin the ecclesiastical produce of New
ple with one voice unite with us m
York.
and very sinNkw York, <>ct. !», 1854. testifying their lively
acknowledgments.
cere
Gentlemen:
We have long cherished a desire,
"By the blessing of (hid, and to
gentlemen,
to establish amongst us
the great edification of the faithful,
we have justhappily concluded the the Society for the Propagation of
first council of the province of New the Faith; but circumstances have
York; and our first desire, after not permitted us to do so in all our
having addressed the common Father dioceses. The fathers of the council
of the faithful, is unanimously to of New York have, however, resolved
express our acknowledgments to to take immediate steps for propa(he Society for the I'ropagation of gating it in their dioceses, they
hasten to communicate to you this
the Faith.
« In the vast territory which now resolution, adopted unanimously at
forms tli«' ecclesiastical province of their very first meeting.
New York, there were thirty years
"It is unhappily, too certain, that
ago only two bishops, eleven priests, there now exists in this country
and about forty thousand Catholics. secret and powerful societies, whose
At present, there is one archbishop, aim is nothing less than the abolition
nearly a hundred and fifty priests, of Catholicism in the United States
and about a million Catholics.
as witness the daily insults and
??At the sight of this rapid prog- calumnies to which we are exposed
ress of our holy religion, it is impos- ?as witness the churches that have
sible for our thoughts not to revert been burned or demolished, (bid
to that admirable Society for the Proforbid that we should yield to
pagation of the Faith, to which we despondency ! Mary Immaculate is
are in a great measure indebted for our powerful and glorious protecso great a blessing ; equally impossitress, and the increase, already so
ble is it for ii- to separate without great, of Catholicism amongst us, is
testifying our gratitude to you, gen- a pledge of (bid's merciful designs
tlemen, who are its representatives, towardsour Church. Yes, wecherish
and who distribute its funds with so the conviction that God designs to
much wisdom. The thousands of communicate the light of faith to
poor emigrants who annually flock to kfaia people, whom he has purchased
our respective dioceses, ami who, by the blood of His Son; we say
thanks to your charity, find there more, Cod designs to make use of
OF
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'\ »""contribute a sum

favors and indulgences perpetually,provided that they
The Association has selected as times of special observe the other conditions prescribed to the Asprayerand thanksgi* ing: 1. The feast of the Findsociates.
Catholics of every age and of both sexes are adnig <>t the Holy Cross, May the jr**, the anniversary
of its foundation, in 1822 ;2. The feast of St. Francis ntissihle to membership, and all are earnestly exXavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Association. horted to join the Association. There is certainly a
(In these two daya the Associatisn has
a Mass cele- lesson for us in the zeal which actuates Protestant
brated in uvery pariah in which the work is regularly denominations to contribute more than ten million
dollars a year (or the propagation of their belii fs.
Organized.
Wti hAVC the true faith iind we daily ,ray Thy ki nK[7/intj
r,op.
J //«~,/-r
Jl' t .1 fIj r A \ iJtio.
dom come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
1. Several thousand Masses are offered up every
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingyear by the missionaries, for the intention of the liv- dom among heathen peoples? Our missioners, heroic
.md the deceased members of the Association. 2.
men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
Summary of the Indulgences which may be gained by could effect, had they the means; from whom must
ail the Associates, i. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On these means come? In due proportion kkom rs; in
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May 3
that proporiion there rests upon as through the pTOV2. On the feast of St. Francis heavier, Dec. 3 J 3. On
idence of AlmightyGod,raapotuibUity for the Church's
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin. more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
Assumption,
Aug.
the
frast
of
the
25;
March
4. On
mission to teach »ll nation*. Whatever we give for
15; 5. On any dav within ths octaves of the above
this end is given to (1 id, and will be returned onto OS
leant* 6 On t'e f ast of the Epiphany, Jan 6
7. a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 19; S. On all good measure and pressed down and shaken together
feasts..f the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two and runningover shall they give into your bosom."
days chosen by the Associates ; 10. One* a year, on (I.like vi. 3X.)
the day ol the ecu,rat commemoration of all the dcFori'romoter's blanks, tracts, or information about
ceased members of the Association ; 11. Once a year, the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.

,

»??????????????????

I 11UW future needs of the family

dee day of JA-'Y«/comnienioralion of til* deceased
members of the committee, or the Hand to which he
belongs ;12 On the day of one's admittance to the
Association ; 13. At thehour of death, by Invoking, at
least in the heart.the sacred name of Jesui; 14. The
1. lei recite fe.r the above inte-tinn, formed once
favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
for all, the OurFather and Hail Mary of the morn- the name of an Associate for a deceased member.
mi; or evening prayers adding the fo lowing mv. caChildren who are members of the Association, but
tion lit Francis Xavier, pray for us 2. To tive, have not made their First Communion, may gain the
in alms for the missions, at least five cents monelily above indulgences by performing some pious woik
or sixty cents a year This offering is to be made appointed by their confessor.
thiough the regular organization of the Association.
Partial Indulgences. 1 ISeven years and seven
11.
quarantines every time an Associate perform*. In aid
fife 1 xiv i-r/riv
f
'"c Society,any work of devotion or charity: 2.
",'
7
\u25a0
?
o
In each community Bands
are formed each ,?,> days every time an
He assists at the Triband consisting of ten 01 more persons. lhe Pro- ?????, on he d )f MAssoci
a? d
dof Decrmber: 3.
muter or Head of a band collects lb* offerings of us
u,b &m every time *n Associate recites Our Father
members a.-d turns them over to the Parochial or and //,?/ A;
together with the invocation of St.
Uiocessra Director, as the case may be. In many Francis Xavier
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
A[] tnesB indulgences, both plenary and partial,
order to repe.rt and to devise the best means to fur- are applicable to the souls in Purgatory
an-t all have
ther the Association.
been approved of by his Grace, the Most Keveree-d

,
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us to bring back to the truth those
distant peoples to whom the commerce of our nation gives her access.

" Permit us, therefore, gentlemen,
earnestly to solicit a continuance of
the favors you have bestowed on us.
The good which the funds you award
us will enable us to effect, is one
that must have permanent results.
We live amidst an intelligent and
civilized people, occupying a vast
and fertile territory ; we are, therefore, permitted to hope that, m the
ordinary course of Providence, our
pious institutions will be a source of
sancteifioation to the present generation, and to generations to come,
amongst a people whose destiny it
appears to be to play a great part in
the history of nations.
?'lt is impossible, in a letter, to
make you acquainted with the whole
extent of our wants. Whilst rejoicing that we have been enabled to
establish a number of schools and

orphanages our heart is pierced with
grief, when we reflect thatthe greater
portion of our children are still exposed to the danger of error?to
the contagion of evil example, owing to our not having a sufficient
number of masters.to instruct them,
or of priests to sanctify them by
means of the sacraments. Often, indeed, we have the satisfaction of
learning that a new church has been
consecrated for Catholic worship ;
but oftener still we are grieved to
see entire parishes without pastors
to guide them, and destitute of re-

ABYSSINIA.
Our readers remember, no doubt,
the Italian- Abyssinian war of a year
or so since. Here is news of another
sort from that people whose king ami
army taught Italy that they have
rights and know lew successfully to
defend them. For some time the

French missionaries had been
obliged to suspend their labors in
Abyssinia; last year tin- Holy See
authorised their return to that country. On February -J, the happy beginning of this undertaking a very
satisfactory audience of the missionaries with king MenelLk -was effected; Father Coulbeaui thus des?

cribes the event:?
"It is with tears of joy ihat I for
ward you the details of this extraordinary audit-nee. Contrary in the
fears expressed by many, the interview was a real triumph for us.
"Our introducers were M. 11-,',
Slate Minister of Foreign Affairs
anil my former pupil, the Gherazniatch Joseph, Knight of the Ethiopian Star ami Secretary t.> the King
of Kings. The little pages, alone,
stood round the couch ami on the
gold-tissue carpet. His .Majesty sat
in Chinese fashion amid velvet cushions. Menelik received our salutations with the pleasant smile which
brightens his royal (ace.
"1 unrolled the paper mi which,
oil the eve, I wrote, m concert with
the Plenipotentiary .Minister, in the
Amariqua language, all our good
wishes, Compliments and our pingramme.
"Although the reading took a long
time, the monarch smiled at tin va-

sources for the erection of even a
modest chapel. Meanwhile, our
Catholic population is annually in- rious paragraphs and showed
signs,,f
creasing in number by immigration, approval which my companions obso that the bishops of even the most served joyfully.
"Our programme was accepted on
flourishing cities, are. often painwhole, and thus the future of the
the
situated
from
their inability to
fully
missiiin was assured. The practical
erect churches to meet the ever in- result fur the moment
is the entering
creasing demand. Besides, there into possession of our former bouses
are in the province of New York of Agamic and the churches of Ooiibishoprics recently elected, and that ala, May-Brasio ami Alitii-na. In
the most gracious manner, the mihiiare in want of clergy, of churches
arch set about studying with us the
and of seminaries
where, in a best road to follow fur reaching our
word, everything has to be erected. destination. A safe journey is assured
us by letters to all the chiefs along
" It is, therefore, on good grounds, our
route.
it,
in
entire
and I venture to say
We are free to establish schools,
confidence, that we beg of you to conorphanages, and in bring over the
tinue to us your assistance. We Sisters of Charity etc.: his Majesty
conclude with our heartfelt benedic- will witness with gnat satisfaction
tion, and with the assurance of our the establishment of professional
se-hools and a printing-office.
gratitude and esteem.
"Then, after a most friendly con">f<.lohn, Archbishop of New York." versation with Menelik,
we with(Annals 1855.)
drew, delighted with our interview."
?

?-
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Day Scholars Only.
Express, to whom we have before
Under the Direction of the
A correspondent of the Pleasant- alluded in this department, writes
JESUIT FATHERS.
ville (N. J.) Weekly /'ress thus re- the following appreciative descrip- Three Departments:
Boniface Gourdon, who has been
The College;
bukes the bigotry of an Atlantic tion from Key West:?
rightly compared to Monsignor VisThe Academic, or Claasical High School;
I
a
wonderful
afternoon
spent
City minister
The English High School.
tarini. Like this saintly priest, he
"I see in this (Monday) morn- in the convent hospital yesterday.
was held in great esteem by CathoSchools Re-open Tuesday, Sept, 6
ing's Review the following para- It was Sunday, and all Key West
lics, Hindus, and Buddhists on acgraph, which I clip to show that re- lay tranquil in the rest and peacw of Address:
Bey. W. (1. Read Mullan, S. J.,
count of his many exalted virtues
the Sabbath.
ligious
not
to
fanatsay
intolerance,
Aye.,
President.
and winning ways. Everybody felt
The school part of the convent is TtJl Harrison
Boston, Mass.
still has a foothold here in turned into the medical ward, and it
icism,
drawn to him by his kindness and the
closing years of the nineteenth is full. Where, a few months ago,
cheerfulness; and those who knew
the little convent girls were learncentury
him do not remember having ever
their lessons, Jackie and Yankee
ing
Rev. Mr. Mundy at yesterday's
His char'"
seen him downcast.
Atkins are now learning pa173 AND 174 TREMONT STREET._
Tommy
service at Olivet Presbytience. Here are big, bronzed felity for the poor was unbounded; and morning
Short Hand, Type-Writing, Book-Keeping,
terian Church severely criticized lows, mighty with the sword and &c. Individual Instruction. Day and evenvery often he gave them all the
log. New locution, «nlarked accommodaGovernor Voorhees for appointing a quick-tiringsea guns, lying very help- tion*, beautiful apartments.
money he had, and lived himself for
Call or send tor circular,
of the Catholic Church as lessly on their cots, while those genweeks together on can jee and manioc. priest
tle,
sweet-faced women poultice and
of the Fourth Regiment of
PRIVATE SCHOOL FOR BOYS,
He was always forgetful of self, he chaplain
blister and physio them, and make
Volunteers
in
to
a
Protpreference
98 East Newton Street, Boston.
his
was ever ready to sacrifice
life
their beds, and shift their pillows to
estant minister. His efforts were so the cool side, and cosset and comOpens September 20, 1898.
in
times
especially
for his neighbor,
Principals: Miss Anna Ij. Goodrow mid
that at one point fort them. Bach one of the four
of epidemics, and to obey the order demonstrative
Miss Agnes Ij. Tracy.
Doctor Mundy was obliged to dis- army nurses has her hands full of
Applications
may lie made at the Sclninl
of his superiors with the submission
on and after September tirst, from 10 A M.
continue his discourse and sit down.' these great children.
to 2 P. M.
of a child.
A
bell
aloft
somewhere
up
ringing
"First, let me remark the GovGourdon
was
was calling the Sisters to the afterThe Rev. Father
ernor is fortunate in having such a noon service of Benediction. We ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE,
born on the 25th March, 1888, at
Fotilliaiii, New York City.
narrow-minded assailant, for among were invited to attend, and went up
Fayence, diocese of Frejus (Var) ) all sensible
people it will only the gray stairs till we came to a UNDER JESUIT FATHERS.
France. At an early age he deterBoarders and Day Scholars.
strengthen
his position. Next, let piazza, whence a wooden stairway, Full Classical,
Scientific and Commercial Courses.
mined on consecrating himself to
built outside, led to a wonderful litme remark that I am not a Catholic
For terms, etc .apply tn
God ; and with the permission of his
tle chapel in mid-air. A tiny place
myself, but a hard-shell Protestant. it was, with a tiny white and gold Rev. Thos. J. Campbell, S. J., President.
pious parents he entered the eccles- I
am not, however, so bigoted that I altar, on which myriads of candles
iastical seminary of his diocese,
want everybody's ideas sawed off to glowed amid a wealth of tropical
where, after a brilliant course of
PITTSFnELD, MASS.
own ideas. I understand flowers. Never was I at a more
studies, he felt himself called to re- suit my
for slowly and
touching
ceremony,
by the Sisters of St. Joseph.
Conducted
institution is pleasantly located in
ligious life. So in the month of that the Fourth Regiment, aside weakly enough, the poor, sick men theThishealthful
anil picture's.pii- Berkshire
from the Morris Guards, is composed who were at all able to attend made
Hills. The e-ourse of .studies includes all the
June, ISSC>, he bade farewell to his
thorough
English education;
brunches
of
a
largely of men of foreign birth, who their way in. Seamen and officers the lanyuUKOs, ancient ami
iiioiiern; Stasia,
parents and sought admission into
stenography,
fancy
needlework,
side.
painting;,
knelt
side
All
were
by
equal
are Catholics in their religious belief,
etc. The coin-He of studies wi 11 bo resumeel
the Congregation of the Oblates of
in
this
little
house
of
God.
Jackie,
Tuesday.
Sept.
Mill.
the Governor has acted
particulars address
Mary Immaculate. On the 19th and I think
big and clumsy and brown of face, For further
SISTKH M I'l.KliH!,
wisely
recognizingthat
Why
in
fact.
rolled in, dipping a great hand in
June, 1X57, he was ordained priest,
St. Joseph's Acailemy,
not have a priest t This the holy water font, and baptizing'
Rev. T. M. Smith, Pastor. I'ittstielil, Mass.
and on the 4th August of the same should they
'
purports to be a land of religious himself copiously. Then he knelt in
year he took his perpetual vows.
the
front
his
form
row,
burly
spread- Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
toleration, and if two-thirds of a
For about two years he taught with
far
out
ing
beyond
priedieu,
the
little
MANCHESTER, H. H.
regiment are Catholics, they are enhis rough head bent in adoration.
great success Moral Theology in the
to some consideration. They
And near him was a comrade, and Boarding School for Young Ladies
ecclesiastical seminary of Marseilles. titled
have
enlisted
in
defense
of
their
Please send for catalogue to
next to him a naval officer, and
On '20th September, 1X(>0, this holy
THE MOTHER SUPERIOR
country, and I venture to say that further on two convalescent soldiers,
priest landed in Ceylon. His misdefend the old Hag bravely white and drawn of face, sat on
sionary career was spent in the they will
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
if
go
they
into battle. I really have low chairs and listened to the soft
Notre Dmiif, Indiana.
most trying missions of the Jaffna
chanting
of the sweet nun voices. Classics, Letters, Science, Law, Civil, Mechan
with
men
the
patience
no
like
Engineering.
leal
and
Electrical
diocese. The hardships and bodily
Instead of windows, long doors Thorough Preparatory
aud Commercial Courses
Rev. Mundy. They belong to the opened on the piazzas, and the wind Ecclesiastical
students at special rates.
privations he had to endure in HalBooms Free. Junior or Senior Tear, Collegiate
dead past and not to the living pres- drifted in and played among the Courses.
St. Edward's Hall, for boys under 13.
danduwana undermined his strong
The 108th Term will open January 4th, 1848
candles, which bent their flame- Catalogues sent Free on application to
when
such
mean
narrow
ent,
and
Key. A. MnrriSHsy. 0.5.0., Prenldent.
constitution. So his superiors called
are being swept away by heads toward the Host, as if in
prejudices
where
he
recovto
Jaffna
him back
adoration, too, and it wafted the in- Academy of the Assumption.
a more liberal spirit. Doctor Mundy
ered strength enough to accompany
cense out of doors to a hummingWellesley Mills, Mass.
should have pounded a pulpit in bird, who, mistaking it for the odor
Monsignor Joulain in his pastoral
This Academy, situated in the suburbs of Boston,
of the Salem witchcraft. of some tropical flower, came dart- it only a few miles from the city. It is on the line ol
visits. Three years ago he was the days
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The location is
He
would have been a ing in like a flying jewel and stayed one of the most healthful and picturesque in New
in Mantotte preaching missions,
England. The grounds are extensive, affording am
to
whirr
and
Tantum
hum his little "
pie advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
shining light when women were
The diocese of Jaffna in Ceylon
has lost one of its most zealous and
hard working missionaries, Father

AN INTOLERANT PREACHER.
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Boston Commercial College,

:

?

St. Joseph'sAcademyfor Youns Ladies

. . .

hearing confessions; he was as active as a young missionary. For
some time pasthe was in an enfeebled
state of health ; but there was nothing in his condition, says the Jaffna
(htardian, to cause anxiety or to indicate that his end was so near. It
was only on the 23d Decembew,
1897, that paralysis supervened, terminating fatally in less than a week.
lie was fortified by the last sacraments, which were administered by
the Bishop of Jaffna.
Theyare telling the story that
lliam M. Evarts was going up
:e in the elevator at the State
partmenl which was loaded with
ilicatrts for the ministerships and
sulships. Turning to a friend
a accompanied him, Mr. Evarts

:

I "This is the largest collection
foreign missions that I have seen
L'n up for some time."

is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
Ergo," while outside the mocking of stuilies
stripped half naked in winter and bird sang as if he would outdo the all
the branches necessary for a refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupil*
their bare backs lashed with rawhide beautiful human notes with his apply to Sister Superior.
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory ichoo
as they were driven barefooted over heavenly warbling.
for boys between the ages of 5 and 14. The object ol
this school is tn give such a general education as wil
the frozen ground liedto an ox-cart befit pupilltn «Bt*»' m Metre
cause they differed upon some points
VILLANOVA COLLEGE,
of faith with the ruling elders of the
Conducted by tine Angnatlnlan Fathers,
time. To be entirely consistent, the
Location Delightful. Courses Thorough.
Rev. Mundy should demand that no
TKIIMS MIIDKKATK.
Athletics of all kinds arc encouraged.
Catholic should be permitted to fight
Seutl for Prospectus.
in our armies; but men like him, I
REV, L. A. DELUREY, 0. S, A., President,
D-i'lawim: County, Pratt.
notice, are perfectly willing that
somebody else shall act as food for
gunpowder if they can only remain
S A r? eft,^V
at home and out of danger. I can
r :'v~2l tENAI?L'ME-'NO
< INGREDIENTS:
*^\uV'25bc?' «tV.
J.&AD
Emmitsburg, Md.
scarcely conceive of a man so narrow
° PUfttESf
"\u25a0J THAT
BlfHft'lT THK SKIN
Oonelucted by an Association ol -(ocular
flM*^^^BlW'1
as Doctor Mundy has proved himself
v v Vp- You a Ae sTTLisriYoirusf
Clergymen, under the auspices of Ills Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Haiti
to be, but I do not want to take him
"PQlzbHfc
VV'OHtNj lHtt^aa^'-«Mr
more.
'"ST
Classical, Scientific and Commercial
too seriously, for I have a faint susCourses. Terms: $300.01) In Senloi, and
picion that underneath his fierce
$260.00 in Small Boys' Department.
Address
denunciation of Governor Voorhees
REV. WILLIAM L. O'HARA,
there is a colossal desire to pose for
President.
notoriety."
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"A First Call" by Mary A. Cunningham
and " Prebbles " by William Wallace Cook.
The remaining contents, translatetl and
selected, arc up to the average standard of
?Guide to True Religion.?
The Key. P. Woods is the author of the brief (lights of Action of the day, not
the volume bearing the above named title. including "Governor Manco and the SolHe says that the lamentable acceptance of dier," by Washington Irving, which bedifferent beliefs by the many denomina- longs to the past, and is suggestive of this
tions professing Christianity led to the American author's long residence in Spain.
composition of this work. He points out
Wk have received from the Governclearly that as Christ is truth He can not
be the originator of more than one relig- ment Printing mice a copy of the "Fourion. The book is intended especially, the teenth Report of the United States Civil
author says, for those who, sincere in Service Commission" covering the period
the desire to serve God and solicitous from July 1, 1890 to June 30, 1897. The
about their eternal salvation, may reason- present Commissioners are John R. Procably be in doubt, viewing ihe many creeds tor of Kentucky, president; John B.
existing, as to which they should profess, Harlow of Missouri, and Mark S. Brewer
that they may find peace for their souls of Michigan. The last-mentioned sucand the assurance of eternal happiness." ceeded William G. Rice of New York,
The volume is comprehensive and concise who resigned Jan. 111, 1898. The report
in its treatment of its general subject. furnishes a great deal of statistical and
An introduction refers to the worship- other information, antl will be very valsanctioned by God up to the time of uable for consultation. With previous
Moses, and then follows a chapter on the reports it may be found at the principal
Mosaic Law. The book proper may be public libraries. The commission issues
said to begin with a descripth n of the for public distribution a manual of exreligious state of the peoples of the earth aminations, containing information reat the time of the birth of Christ, and the garding the methods of appointment and
progress of Christianity is clearly traced the scope of the examinations.
in the pages which follow, and accounts
Thk current issue of the " Catholic
are also given of the heresies that have
Reading Circle Review" opens with an
disturbed Christianity and particularly of article
on Henry (leorge's Last Book,"
the nlig ous agitation which led to the in which "the
writer, who merely gives
so-called Reform etion. The concluding his initials J. A. M , reaches the concluchapter is devoted to a consideration of
sion that George in the " Science of Polithe great progress the Catholic Church is
tical Fconomy," the work under discusmaking a', the present time. The volume
sion, has left after him a monument that
will, no doubt, play an important part in
will it) small honor to his memory.
the work of conversions to the true faith.
Brother Potamian asks, " Should a MlniPublished by John Murphy i Co., Balti- mun for Conferring Degrees be Fixed by
more.
Law?" antl answers the question in the
negative. An appreciative discussion of
VARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.
the characters in Shakespeare's comedy,
Thk August issue of the " Hartford "As You Like It," follows. Cathie M.
Seminary Record " is < ailed the
Ilart- Leary has an instructive article on the
ranft Anniversary Number," and the four " Holy Grail," in the course of which she
contributed articles refer to Doctor Hart- quotes liberally from Tennyson. In
ranft iv his relations to the Alumni, to " Education in Peace and Kase," W. B.
the seminary, to the Protestant churches P. Stockley has some pertinent reflections
of liar: ford and to the city itself. They on the instruction of women. The serial
commemorate his twenty years service as articles are, as usual, interesting.
professor ami his ten years as the head of
the semirary. A portrait of President THE ACADEMY OF THE ASSUMPTION,
Hart ran ft serves as a frontispiece to the
WELLESLEY HILLS, MASS.
publication. A brief but appreciative
tribute to the late Father Hewit appears
The Academy of the Assumption,
in the present issue.
founded five years ago in the town of
Wellesley, has already given encouraging
Thk. House of the Angel Guardian,
signs of a splendid future.
Boston, has Issued a word edition of
The academy property, embracing 196
" The Parochial Hymn Book," edited by acres, and valued at more than one hunthe late lamented Father Police, S. M. It
dollars, is unsurpassed in
is ottered at twenty-live cents in paper dred thousand
occupying
situation,
as it does the very
covers, anil at thirty-five in cloth binding,
of the Wellesley hills, which foim
highest
gold.
completeness
In
this
stamped with
most delightful area in Eastern Massacollection is without a rival in this coun- the
Stretching along on both sides
chusetts.
source
was neglected in
try. No available
Oakland street, and located within
of
the compilation of this little volume
minutes' walk of the railroad
which is full of the spirit of our faith ex- twelve
station,
its landscape views are surprispressed in the most melodious numbers.
ingly charming. Its highest elevation,
the
pious
anil inspiring
Ami in addition to
Maugues Hill, is three hundred and
verses there are prayers for everyday use
twenty feet above the sea level. From
ami for special occasions. The book has the
veranda of the main building the eye
been in demand for congregational singtakes
in the whole sweep of the Newtons
ing, antl at its present reduced rates will
with their wealth of rustic undulation,
be more in request than ever before The
while from a spot immediately at the
special etlition, with music, which we
rear of the edifice one glances over the
noticetl some time ago, is sold at $1.00
sleepy town of Needham and away to
per copy.
the Blue Hill observatory in Milton,
A oitiMt.Y realistic tale by Sieukicwicz, twelve miles distant.
tin author of \u25a0' Quo Padis" appears in
The estate was purchased in August,
"Short Stories." It is called "The An1893, by Mother Bonaveuture, at that
gel," a title which is somewhat misleading, time superior of the Charity convent in
since a poor child, who is looking for an Halifax, Nova Scotia, and now superior
angelic visitor, meets her death from an of the institution which her foresight has
attack of a wild beast The opening con- made the finest, from a comblntd educatribution is " The Black Knight," a trans- tional and topographical point of view,
lation from the German of H. yon Ootzen- in this State.
Schools were opened here in December,
tlorf-ttrabowskl, by Virg nia Watson. It
is well told and culminates in a wicked 1891), the boys' department, devoted to
woman's elefcat. The illustrations are by tbe preparation of young boys for colWilliam A. Mackay. An original story lege, being organized a year later. In
"Big Maxime" by Jeanie Peet follows, 1895, the oldScudder mansion, which had
antl relates to a gigantic peasant w ho was bees adapted to the needs of the academy,
ruthlessly slain by Frenchmen while his was enlarged, the addition including a
young wife awaited his coming, other roomy and prettily decorated chapel, and
talcs wriiten especially for this periodical several well appointed and pefectly v nliare The Mating Day 'by L. Frank Baum, lated dormitories.

NeB
w ooks.

<
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"

"
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The dormitories and recreation grounds
of the boys are at quite a distance from
the main building; indeed, no future expansion or multiplication of buildings
will interfere with the generous spaciousness of the areas. It is the design of
Mother Bonaventure to erect on Maugues
Hill, as soon as circumstances will allow,
a magniticent structure, which will crown
the beauties of Wellesley. The approach
to the main edillce is a triumph of landscape architecture.
The community includes seventeen Sisters of Charity of Mother Seton. The
curriculum embraces the usual academic
studies, the rate per year for board and
tuition being two hundred and twentyfive dollars; music, art, and the modern
languages, however, are not included
under this rate. The Pollard system of
reading and pronouncing has been adopted
in the lower classes with marked success,
as has also the vertical system in penmanship. The art course, divided into drawing, modelling, and painting classes, is
excellent. The academy is capable of
giving a full course of twelve years, beginning with the six-year-old child.
Though praising the educational facilities of this institution, which are eminently satisfactory, one must acknowledge that the main point of superiority
possessed by this academy consists in its
unexampled natural situation, a factor so
important to the growing child.
The past scholastic year has made manifest the growing appreciation, in the
minds of our Catholic parents, of the advantages of the Academy of the Assumption ; for the number of pupils last year
was double that of the year immediately
preceding, sixty-three names having been
inscribed on the rolls during the term
which closed last June.
A visit to the academy will abundantly
repay those who set a just value on the
sweet intluence of consecrated womanhood, and who would driuk iv unsullied
nectar from the beauties of hill and dale.

BERK' HIRE NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
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Gn at Barrington, his subject being the
of Woman as Exemplified
in Mary." Solemn benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament closed the beautiful
services. Rev. Father Bell, spiritual director of the sodality, was the officiating
priest, with Rev. Father Fitzgerald of St.
Joseph's and Father Mcliovern of llreat
Barrington as assistants.

" True Dignity

Right Rkv. Bishop Bbavkn preached
an able sermon on "Education" at St.
Joseph's Church, Pittsfield, on last Sunday week, it being a preliminary step to
the founding of parochial schools in that
parish. The bishop prefaced his remarks

by alluding eloquently to the glad tidings
of restored peace to our beloved nation
The Sunday-school picnic of St.
Joseph's Church, Pittsfield, held during
this week at "Willow Brook," was a very

enjoyable stlair for the children.
a
sum was realized which will be devoted
to purchasing new books for the library.

Tub "Old Glory" lawn party for the
benefit of St. Charles' Church, Pittsfield,
netted a very satisfactory sum, besides
being a great success socially. The use
of Russel Terrace was a free offering on
the part of Mrs. Solomon Russel.
A i Notre Dame Church, Pittsfield, on
last Sunday, veneration of the relic of St.
Ann took place, the entire congregation
taking part. Rev. Father Lord gave an
excellent instruction on the decorum that
should be observed in the church.

Rkv. Faiiikr Dowkk, pastor of St.
Thk St. Vincent dc Paul fete held at Aun's, Lenox, has the
sympathy of the enLee recently was a great success, and tire county in the death of his
mother,
iuiiiattd other entertainments for the Mrs. Ann Dower who died at Worcester,
same benefit later on.
Aug. !.">, after an illness of some months.
Tkn binds, fifteen drum corps, and Aye
thousand temperance men in line are some
Boston?s Crockery Shoes.? Never beof the assured features of the great fore in the history of china making has
pottery and glass been in such perfection
fleM day at Pittstleld on Sept. 5.
as now, and never before were the china
new
Thk feast of the Assumption was ob- shops of Boston more attractive. The
appliances in both Europe and the domesserved at St. Joseph's Church, Pittsfleld, tic potteries have enabled the production
of better ware at about half the cost of a
it being the occasion of two very beautiscore of years ago. The heavy importations
ful special ceremonies?First Communion of Jones', McDiitlee ? Stratum make their
day for the children and reception day of display of interest to connoisseurs.
the Young Ladies' Sodality.
In the
morning more than 200 children made
their First Communion, and in the evening eighty young ladies were received
as children of Mary. The sermon was
preached by Rev. Father McGovern of
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IN THE CITY.
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Never before was our exhibit of
beautiful gift pieces in
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Fine Lamps, Etc.,
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Visitors will find assembled in the Art
Pottery Rooms c.'.rd floor), the Glass
Department (2nd floor), the Lamp Department (gallery), the Dinner Set
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GEORGE?S

GENTLEMAN.

household.

It is often a matter of astonishment to

us that nature sympathizes so little with
our moods. That she smiles so sweetly
and pours out her sunshine so lavishly
when our hearts arc breaking; for there
are days when we wake full of care and
sadness, and we would fain look out upon
mist or falling rain as being akin to our
feelings; when lo! we are met by a world
of rejoicing
the sun shining, the birds
singing, trees bursting into leaf, flowers
tilling the air with sweet scent, the sea
sparkling with life and gladness,? and
we turn away disappointed, fretful; our
troubles weighing upon us the more
heavily for the contrast.
Therefore, though sorrow and persecution
the latter carried as far as death
?

?

were active throughout the length and

breadth of Ireland, yet the June day of
which I write was drawing to a close as
calmly, sweetly, peacefully as the deathbed of a saint. In distant fields the cattle
grazed, in others the uncut grass swayed
gently to the whisperings of a soft west
wind, not strong enough to bend the tall
lUgs in the pond or ruffle the surface of
the water or stir the lilies lying so white
and cool upon it, but sufficient to sweep
over the traveler's heated cheek refreshingly, to lave the broad backs of the cattle
as they stood ankle-deep in the green
pastures, to revive the drooping flowers,
to rouse the tired birds to one loud universal song of thanksgiving ere they
sought out their favorite branches and
locked their heads beneath their wings to
go to sleep with the sun and to rise with
him again.
In the valley, at the bottom of a hill,
lay a long white irregularly built house,
towards which a little boy upon a pony,
whose bridle was led by an old manservant, were slowly making their way.
They were upon the brow of the hill, and
as they descended they had to pass through
a small wood or plantation, where were
the remains of a little chapel. Only part
of the walls were left standing. They
were covered with ivy, but in one of the
niches there remained perfect and untouched a statue of our Lidy holding our
Lord in her arms. The Madonna was
crowned, ard the hands of the Holy Child
were outstretched as if inviting all to come
to Him and to receive His blessing.
In the wood the shadows were darker,
and already a white owl in the ivy which
clustered over the grey stone wall, was
waking up, and feeling hungry was peeping out to see if it was dark enough for
him to take his flight in search of a few
poor Held mice for his supper; and the
old man Patrick O'Connor by name, a
tried, faithful ami privileged servant
quickened the pony's footsteps.
Sure and it's later than I meant it to
be, Master (ieorge, and the mistress will
be wearing her heart out, thinking some
ill has happened to you."
"Mother said I might stop out late,"
said Master George with great decision,
i« later than any time I had ever stayed
out in my lifebefore."
It had not been a very long life, for
Master George scarcely numbered five
years.
O'Connor shook his liea<l gloomily and
disapprovingly.
" Cousin Anne's birthday only comes
once a year," continued George.
And a very good tiling too," Master
?

?

"

"

George."

"I wish it came every day," said George,
I have enjoyed
with a satisfied sigh.
myself very much."
They were passing the statue in the
niche, and O'Connor was going on more
lapidly, for his quick ears caught the unusual sound of horse's steps in the distance

"
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unusual, for the road was a private
when George called out suddenly,
" Stop, Patrick, stop."
" What is the matter, Master GeorgeV
A terrifying a body ont of his seven
senses in this fashion."
" You've forgotten," said George, serenely, preparing to dismount. '? You've
got a dreadful memory, Patrick."
"I've forgotten nothing, Master George,
tho'there are things I'd be glad enough
to forget if I could." And () f'onnor took
out a pocket-handkerchief in color, quality
and size resembling a duster, and wiped
his hot face.
"Lift me down."
want, a
" Now what on earth doofyou
night?"
getting down at this hour
"I told you you hid forgotten," said
George in triumph. " I want to say
good-night to God and His Mother. I
never go past without saying something
to them. You know that quite well."
" Master George, we must hurry on.
It's no time to be thinking of that now."
" Then I must get down myself," said
(ieorge with decision, and, before O'Connor could urge on the pony, he had slipped
down and was standing upon the ground,
his hat knocked off by the sudden bump,
and his golden curls uncovered. Then
stretching out his arms, he.said, " Hift
me up, Patrick."
" Now may the saints preserve us,"
said O'Connor, for my old ears are not
mistaken. Sure there's a rider on horseback coming this way. Master George,
me darlint, hurry on at once, for the love
of heaven."
" Lift me up," said (ieorge sturdily, but
O'Connor did not hear; his eyes were
strained to see the rider who was entering the wood.
He had dismounted, for the path was
steep and slippery, and he was walking
and leading his horse by the reins.
" Lift me up," repeated C.eorge for the
third time.
" No, no," said O'Connor beseechingly,
at once, me darlint, and I'll
" come onevery
day of my life. It's not
bless you
for myself I fear, Master (leorge, but for
you. There are dreadful things happening, and who knows? The saints preserve
us, Master (ieorge, here he is, close to
us!"
The " he " proved to be the rider, who
had come up with them, and George, who
had his own way in the end, turned and
saw him.
If you won't lift me up, Patrick, I'll
ask this gentleman. Gentleman, will you
lift me up, if you please."
Every minute now made a difference in
the light in the wood, and the shadows
were closing in fast. The gentleman,
looking round, was conscious of a statue
that gleamed out whitely from the blackness of the ivy which surrounded it; of a
sturdy figure standing beneath it with an
uncovered head of golden hair, a rosy
face lifted upwards, and two hands put
together as if in prayer.
" What do you want an to do? " he
asked.
" To lift me up."
?

BY STELLA AUSTIN.
The time was the beginning of the
seventeenth century, when persecutions
were desecrating the fair " Emerald Isle,"
and when the sword, which our L >rd
foretold that His coining would bring,
lay unsheathed in the midst of many a

?
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"To say good-night."
"To whom? There is nobody here?"
You are very stupid," said George,
impatiently. " Why, to Je ius and His
Mother, of course. Don't you always
say good-night to your mother? You are
very stopid. Or perhaps you have been
out spending a birthday with your cousin
and you are sleepy and have forgot. Bat
you ought not to forget."
The gentleman started, hesitated?muttered something about "-not being right
and encouraging superstition," which
then, beluckily (ieorge did not hear
cause he loved little children, he lifted
Master George in his strong arms and
held him where he could reach the statue.
"Good-night, my Jesus; good-night,
my Lady "; said George, quaintly kissing
first a hand of one and then of the other;
? and thank you very much for giving
me such a nice day. I have hail a beautiful day, and enjoyed myself very much.

"

?
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And Cousin Anne she enjoyed herself very
mnch too."
" Now I hope you're ready, Master
(ieorge," said O'Connor, who had been
eyeing the stranger suspiciously.
I hastened to overtake yon," said the
gentleman, " for I turned out of the
highway into this by-path in the li Ids in
order to escape from the dust, and it did
not occur to me until just a few minutes
ago that I may be trespassing."
"Oh, it is quite right," said George,
who was scrambling on to bis pony again.
take
" If you come along with us, we willway."
care of you and show you the
While O'Connor answered stiffly, yet
politely
" It is a private path, yer honor; but
we can soon put you in the wayof getting
into the highroad again"; muttering to
himself, "it's best to be civil and conciliating to a body."
Thank you," replied the gentleman,
and he and George rode on side by side.
Just then there was a sudden scream,
and a white figure with raffled head and
gleaming eyes flung itself across their
path, through the trees and into the
fields.
Don't be afraid," said George, protectingly; 'tis only the little white owl
going to get his supper. We know him
quite well. He lives there in the ivy,"
and George waved his hand in the direction of the ruined chapel.
When they were out of the wood,
O'Connor, with an air of intense relief,
pointed to the stranger the path he should
take to get into the high road ouce more.
But (I'Connor's troubles were not yet over.
There is a great deal of the instinct of
the animals, inherited in the nature of
ch.ldren and women. With boys it remains until reason has obtained complete
power and mastery, and then its work being ended, it vanishes. Master George
was sharp he was already beginning to
reason ?to put two and two together.
For the last few minutes ha had been silent
a very ominous sign and he had
had a short time for reflection, which was
very dangerous. The result of these reflections was soon made known.
" You did not say good night to Jesus
and our Lady." he said to the gentleman.
" Are you a Protestant?"
" Yes," replied the stranger quietly.
"Mother says that Protestants do not
love Jesus and our Lady," replied George,
" and I do not like Protestants. lam a
Catholic, and I mean to be a ('atholic always, even though bad people cut me into
little pieces," and Master George hugged
himself delightedly, as though this prospect were pleasing rather than otherwise.
O'Connor's red face grew white to
the very lips, and he flung his hands upwards with a gesture of despair
" But," continued George, "though you
are a Protestant, I like you, and I am going"? with the air of one conferring a
"to give yon a kiss," and
royal favor
(leorge raised a pair of rosy lips, which
the stranger stooped to kiss. Then
George held him round the neck for a moment, and opened his mouth as if he were
going to speak.
But here instinct again re-asserted itself, and just as a dog understands his
master's mood, without a word of outward sign, so the expression of the gentleman's face caused George to leave his
sentence unspoken?he did not know why
and with another kiss, the little tired
arms unloosed themselves, and the two
wished each other good night and parted.
A full account of the day to his mother,
brought Master George's powers to an
end. He said his short i rayers with eyes
only half open, and then sighed deeply at
his inability to keep awake.
Want to say
" Want to be wide awake.
rubbing his
said,
more
he
prayer,"
one
eyes vigorously with a pair of sturdy
fists.
"The other prayer will keep until tomorrow," said his mother.
"No, no, must say it. It's about
George's gentleman," and George put his
two hands together, and by a mighty ef-
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fort satupright and collected his thoughts
"I am so sorry he was naughty, aid
would not say good nicht, and please
Mother Mary make him to be good and to
say good night to yon ;" but here nature's
powers failed, the blue eyes shut themselves closely, the hands fell at his side,
and George tumbled in a heap at his
mother's feet, so soundly asleep, that
they undressed him and put him to bed
without waking him.

*

*

*

*

George's gentleman,

*
*
Edmund
O'.Mcaia
*

by name, watched the boy upon his pony
until they were out of sight, behind some
trees; then acting upon a sudden impulse,
he rode back into the wood, drew up, and
dismounted underneath tbe statue of the
Madonna and Child.
His family had apostatized from the
faith some flfty years before, and he had
followed in their footsteps, not passively,
but aggressively; for it was his nature to
be entire, and not to drift with the current ; and that very evening he had been
on his way to take part in the persecution
of the Catholics. To him their religion
gross superstition and
had always been
vaiu Idols,'ry."
"The childlike words of a little child
had set the ball of doubt a-rolling.
He was cast in too earnest a mould to
set the doubts aside: on the contrary, as
he stood in puzzled thought underneath
the shadow of the grey stone wall, his patient horse grazing quietly in the distance,
there came back to him words lie had once
read, but had dimly understood, and they
acquired at that moment, a new and most
terrible meaning:
That possibly all opinions of men
concerning religion may be false, that
more than one of them could be true would
be impossible."
The hours wore on, the moon rose high
in the heavens, and, through an opening
in the trees of the wood, shone upon the
ivy that clustered over the grey stone
wall, and turned its dark leaves to burnished silver; fell with soft and tender
raeliance upon the quiet figures in the
niche, then glanced aside upon one who
stool beneath it, as still and immovable
as if he was a statue also. The little
white owl came back with a scream ami a
flutter, and arranged his feathers with a
satisfied beak, and George's gentleman diet
not stir band or foot
Not until the crowing of the cocks heralded the approach of dawn. Then he
roused himself, shook himself and awoke
as from a strange, sad dream He turned
to go; glancing upwards at the statue,
George's words came back to him with
startling distinctness t
Did noil nerer kiss ijoiir mother, mid sun

"

?

"

?

nii/lil l<> her/"
His mother, to whom he was devoted,
had died a year before. He always carried about with him a small painting of
her upon ivory, and never returned it to
his pocket without pressing his lips upon
it. Yet if he deemed the child's caress to
the Madonna and ( hild to be gross superstition, wherein lay the difference?
He paused, hesitated; then lifting his
fair head and drawing himstlf to bis full
height, he pressed his sin-stained lips
where the pure fresh lips of George had
rested the night before, upon llrat one
hand and then the other. But t lie caress
of the man was no whit less revi rent
than that of the child had been.
And a fleeting smile eros-ed his face as
he realized from the rosy Hushing of thtsky in the East, that it had been "good
morning," instead of " good night."
In three months from that day a battle
had been fought, a victory won, and Edmund ? I'.Meara bad left the persecutors to
throw in his lot with the persecuted; and
Gentleman " stood before him
"as(ieorge's
staunch a Catholic as George himself
good
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of concern to every chari'ably disposed
person, Catholic or Prote-tan', in and
around Boston, so the attendance at the
Thk seconel examination for admittance park ought to be large. Low prices of
to St. John's Seminary, Brighton, will admission will prevail, and every patron
is assured that he will more than get his
t.nke place Aug. 2.) at !l 30 a. m.
Brother Dakiel died at Notre Dame, moneys worth of pleasure and fun while
he is helping a most worthy charity.
Ind., last week. In the world his name
was Cornelius Noon an. He was born in
St. Patrick's Preparatory Seminary at
Cork, Ireland, in 1828.
Menlo Park, San Francisco, w ill be ready
Thk annual picnic of St. Philip's Church, to receive students next, month. The
Harrison avenue, will be held at Apollo seminary is acknowledged to be the larGarden, Labor Day. A line programme gest and most imposing institution of
learning west of the Mississippi rivir.
of games has been arranged.
The careful attention that has been given
Thk new St. Anthony's Hospital was to details and the finish of the building in
dedicated in Chicago, 111., last Sunday. every particular add to its advantages.
There was an imposing parade of CathThk thirtieth annual convention of the
olic societies held in cemnection therewith.
Irish Catholic Benevolent Union was held
A great convention of German Cathin Providence, It. 1., last week. It was
olic clergy and laity is being held this voted to hold the next convention at
week in Milwaukee, Wis. Doctor Lieber Philadelphia. The officers were re-elected
the leader of the Catholic party in the with the exception of the executive comGerman Reichstag is in attendance.
mittee, and to this James T. Toomey of
A maiinificknt, life-size, three-eiuarter Camden, N. J., John F. Fogarty of Provilength portrait of the Right Rev. Maurice dence and James N. Koefe of Pittsburg
F. Burke, bishop of St. Joseph, Mo., has were elected.
just been aeldeil to the treasures in til*
Extknsivk preparations arebeingmade
Bishop's Memorial Hall, at the University by the clergy and people of the diocese of
of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind.
Rochester, N. V., for the simultaneous
Thk will of the late Julia I), dc Forest observance next October of three Imporof New York City, who died abroad re- tant religious anniversaries, the thirtieth
cently, leaves nearly her entire fortune, anniversary of the episcopate of the Right
which is believed to be large, to Catholic Rev Bernard J. McQuaid, 1). 1)., tirst
charities. A large portion of the estate Bishop of Rochester actual date, July,
is given to Archbishop Corrigan, to be 12, ?the fiftieth of his priesthood, Jan.
used for the benefit of the Catholic schools 1(1, and the seventy-fifth of the organization of St. Patrick's, now the cathedral
and seminaries in New York City.

aNenwds otes.
N

?

Sister Frances dk Balks, in the
world Mi.-s Maud Curtin, died in the
Acaelemy of the Visitation, Tacoma, Washington, some weeks ago. She was the
only sister of Jeremiah Curtin, the famous
linguist and folk-lorescholar, best known
to the world at large through his translation of Russian and Polish works, notably of "(luo Vadis" by Hcnryk Sieukiewiez.
Thk examination at Boston College of
all conditioned students, and of candidates for admission and competitors for
the scholarships, will take place at the
college, 7HI Harrison avenue, on Aug. 2.),
30, ill, and Sept. 1. Many improvements
about the college have been made during
the summer. The large yard, fronting on
Harrison avenue, and hitherto unused,
has been put in condition, anil hand-ball
alleys and tennis-cenirts prepared. The
tract of land lately purchased by the college on Massachusetts avenuenear Everett
square is in course of preparation for a
complete athletic field. Schools will re0.
open
Tuesday,
Sept.
j
i
i

A party of eight Sisters of Charity
left New Orleans some weeks ago for
Santiago dc Cuba to care for the sick and
w> iinded soldiers there. A number, of
these Sisters are going to different points
in Cuba from various places in the United
States where Ihe order has established
bouses. The nuns who left New Orleans
are Sisters Gather in ?, Aloysia anil Augustin, from the Charity Hospital; Sisters
P.ulalia, Catherine and Marcella, from St.
Vincent's Infant Asjlum, and Sisters
Fortunata and Appolonia, from St.
Simeon's Academy. They are all immunes,
and the liSt two named rendered most
valuable assistance in the nursing of the
fever patie nts at the isolation hospital in

:

> ear Orleans last year.

Thk annual festival for the benetit of

Father Foro'a Working Boys' Home, which
is somethii g Boston people always le>ok
forward to with pleasure, will be held
today, Aug. 27, at Charles River park. The
programme that has been arranged by the
entertainment committee eclipses that of
any formeryear. There will be a cake walk
by genuine southern negroes, a splenelid
vaudeville: show, concerts by the Working Boys' Home band, trick bicycle riding
and many other interesting features,
besides the usual games. The Working
B .ys' Hoiiie is a charitable institution,
the support of which should be a matter
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more district. The societies within
these districts meet In a body at some
given point and march to the church selected for the services, where a sermon is

preached.
Rkak Admiral Kihki.and who died Friday, Aug. 12, at the Mate Island navy
yard, San Francisco, Cal., was a Catholic.
The funeral took place from St. Vincent's
Church, Vallejo, Gal., on the following
Sunday.
Work on the Franciscan monastery, at
the Catho ie University,Washington,D.C ,
the corner-stone of which was laid early
in April, is progressing favorably. The
walls are above the first story. The
building is being built of brick, and is
about 200 by 100 feet, with a court in the
centre.
A sew protectory for homeless boys
will be eipened in Philadelphia in November m xt. The institution which will cost
$400,000 will be entirely paid for by the
time of its completion. It is a graud monument to the zeal of Archbishop Ryan, and
to the generosity of the Catholics of
A si'kciai. meeting of the Boston Cathlic Cemetery Association took place last
Monday evening at Dudley Hal', Roxbury,
for the consideration of the matter of
purchasing a piece of land adjoining the
cemetery property at Mount Hope. A decision was reached to postpone the whole
qnestion until next November.

Cardinal Giiiiidns passed the thirtieth
anniversary of his episcopal consecration recently. His Eminence was enparish.
tering his thirty-second year when he was
Thk memory of the Rev. Anthony Kesconsecrated, and his first field of labor
seler, the hero of "La Bourgogne" diswas the vicariate of North Carolina.
aster, who for thirty-five years was the Four years
later, 1872, he was made
faithful pastor of the church and parish bishop
of Richmond, and in 1877 he sucof St. Joseph's, New York City, will be
ceeded to the Baltimore see. He has
perpetuated in a manner worthy of a been a cardinal for twelve years.
noble Christian man and of a devoted, lovIt is gratifying to learn that Doctor
ing people. A committee has bten formed
and subscriptions to the amount of over Schaepman, the well known Catholic
?760 lias c already beenreceived. Beside s priest and orator, and formerly leader of
these subscriptions, a number of others the Catholic party in Holland, has been
of 8.", and
each have been donated. It entrusted with the composition of the
has not yet been decided upon what form festal cantata to be sung at the crowning
of the young queen of that country, in
the memorial will take.
Thk Pope received in audience recently September. In addition to his great parliamentary and oratorical gifts Doctor
the Rev. Canon Miller of Chichester.
Schaepman, takes rank as one of the
accepted
Eng., and
at the hands of that
Protestant divine some volumes dealing tirst Dutch poets of the day.
with the vindication of traditional texts
Thk Irish se>cieties of Brooklyn, N. V.,
of Holy Scripture. The Pope received celebrated the centenuial of the uprising
Mr. Miller with much kindness, and of 17H8 last Monday, and fully 10,000
The procession was
highly comminded his work, saying thai men took part.
the study of the Bible was most Important, headed by detachments from the First
and that he would like to see such study and Second Regiments of Irish Volunextended. It was a satisfaction to find teers, under Major Thomas D. Henry.
Mr. Miller's researches wee directed towards preserving the words aud phrases
of the Holy Gospels against destructive
criticisms.
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Thk Benedictine .Sisters of Chiosgo
jf yOU will add a jjear ca>e to so smooth Jsjsi
and carefully tested a bicycle Km
will erect a 175,000 convent upon the &-#Sg running
as the Waverley you will insure greater &g3
(ilen
EpS
beautiful
Flora property in Sheridan
pleasure than the yet unproved chain- gji|J
pk-3 leas can give?at less than half the cost, |«sgi
road, which they recently purchased for
Regarding their plans, the
?s2o,oiio.
mother superior says they can not as yet
give details, but it is their intention to
Bicycles
erect a convent which will be one of the g£]
Write
for the
UJI
country.
finest in the
Architects are al- rivl
FSi
Waverley Catalogue.
fc£d
ready at work upon the plans, but the
Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind. jjg||
begun
the
will
be
building
erection of
not
before next spring. The convent will be
in the nature of an academy for the education of young girls.
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Pkki'ahaitons are under way for the
annual rally of the Holy Name Societies
of the Brooklyn diocese. The rally, which
Passage Tickets to and from the Old
was held last year for the first time, is a Country at Lowest Rates.
Drafts for i'l and upwards.
public protest against the use of profane
and blasphemous language, so prevalent
Sick Call Sets,
among men. It is to stem the tide of this
Prayer Books, Pearl Rosaries, Fancy
very cbjectionable habit that the society Rosaries.
Medallions, Crucifixes, Scapulars and a
of the Holy Name was organized, and
religious articles.
last year it was decided to make an open line selection of
protest by a paraele through the streets,
concluded by religious services held in
Certain selected churches. For this purpose tin: city was divided into seven dis16-18-20 Essex St.,
tifc'.s. This year thedivisiou will include

FLYNN & MAHONEY,
Boston.

Then came a detachment of the Sixt\ninth Volunteers, followed by 100 men,
not one of whom was less than six feet
tall, all clad in the uniforms of the times
of Louis XIV., and carrying pikes instead
of muskets. The grand marshal, John
O'Connor, accompanied by his aids, came
ne xt, and then came representatives from
every Irish society in the borough of
Brooklyn.
Written for the Review.

ILLUMINATION.
BY CAROLINE D. SWAN.

I saw the sunset fling its scarlet light
Across a broad expanse of hill and

vale :
Far lakes, like crystal flames of Holy
Grail,
Flashed out, resplendent; every crag shone
bright

With scintillant reflections :every height
Iloae fiery masses up of foliage frail.
My artist friend stood raptured, hushed
anil pale,
Lost in the glory of the wondrous sight.
I knew he felt, that all-pervasive power,
The trail of Deity, itself unseen,
Unconscious that the crimson of each
flower
Fell on himself the while, in might
serene.

I cried, Sir Doubter!
" Alas,"plod
"

Wherefore

Through life thus groping.? Lo, the light
of God I "

How?s This!
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that<can not be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
t. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by their firm.
West & Truax,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Walding, Kinnan A Makvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle.
Sold by all Dmggints. Testimonials sent free.
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Every Catholic
Should Head

Jerome Savonarola.
A SKETCH BT

REV. J. L. O'NEIL, 0. P.,
Late Kditor of

" T/u Kosary."

Large 12m0., Cloth. Beautifully Illustrated.

Net, $1.00.
Much ban been written, of late, concerning

the
merits and demerits of the famous Dominican, tbe
fourth centenary of whose death the world is now
commemorating.
Hut while a vigorous controversy is waged between those who would make of
ldm a forerunner of the Reformation aud those
who see in him a zfalous and well-meaning son of
the Catholic Church, ther* are ?till many who are
unacquainted with tbe important details of his
life and the causes that brought about his downfall.
Father

(Well's

work Is

designed to enlighten

Its leaders on the great events of the Friar's
ca'eer, and. drawing abundantly from bis own
published works, reveals the true inwarduess of
his character, and the ideals for which he fought
and died.
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CATHOLIC SUMMER SCHOOL.
SIXTH WKKK.

The sixth week of the Catholic Summer
School was opened Sunday, Aug. 14, with
pontifical high Mass, celebrated by Cardinal Gibbons. Archbishop Corrigan of
New York, and Bishop Foley of Detroit,
were present. The sermon was preached
by the Rev. Joseph H. McMahon of St.
Patrick's Cathedral of New York City.
On Monday the pedagogical lecture was
delivered by Mr. John Dwyer, principal
of public school No. 8, New York City.
Rev. Thomas I. Gasson, S. J., began a
series of five lectures on " The Will and
the Freedom of the Will."
Rev. Mortimer E. Twomey of Maiden,
Mass., gave an excellent " Round Table
Talk on " Bible Study in Reading Circles," a brief abstract of which we ap-

pend.
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Bible study is not only the most important, but the most fascinating that
can be undertaken by our Catholic Reading Circles. The difficulties in the way
may be real, but the resultant advantages
will amply repay the energy employed.
The discovery of a truth always delights
the mind, and the possessing of truth,
gives the enthusiasm of happiness to the
intellect. If this can be said of a simple
truth, or regarding matters of passing
interest, how much more must it be predicated of a mass of vital truths, pertaining to our spiritual well-being and to our
eternal destinies. And such is the nature
of the Bible, God's Word, that it opens to
its readers the storehouse of infinite
treasures, divine knowledge revealed to
man, God's plan towards us, the carrying
out of that plan, God's part and our cooperation therein. Each truth is in itself
a revelation, absorbing our faculties, and
bringing into their best action the highest
powers of our understanding. Each
truth will repay our persevering and renewed investigation. Under each new
gleam of light its facts sparkle with an
amazing and enticing brilliancy. Add to
the natural attraction and pleasure afforded us by truth, the assurance that we
can make no mistake nor err in the comprehension of a truth or its legitimate
conclusions, and how our pleasure is enhanced. If we but place our hand in the
hand of our safe anil infallible guide, the
Caholic Church, this assurance is ours.
He Who is Truth has promised and given
to the Catholic Church, the Spirit of
Truth to abide with her all days.
Father Twomey then referred to the
Acts of the Apostles as well calculated to
interest and instruct the members of a
Reading Circle. Confining himself to the
first twelve chapters he pointed out a
practical method of study, as an example
of how the historical books, at least, may
be considered in Reading Circles.
Of these twelve chapters, St. Peter is
the central figure. History in the Acts
bears witness to the position assigneel to
Peter by our Lord, acknowledged by the
apostles themselves, and recognized by
the body of the faithful. Peter is a special object of Herod's .hatred and of
Heaven's care. He heals the lame man at
the gate of the temple, and to thesick is a
celestial benefactor. He punishes Ananias and Sapphira who hail lied to him, or
rather not to him, but to the Holy Ghost,
and blasts with indignant wrath the iniquitous Simon who thought that the
gift of God might be purchased with
money."
And as the Acts begin the teaching of
Peter's primacy of real power and jurisdiction, so the reader who has begun well
here in God's own Book, can with profit
learn on history's every page that Peter
lives and rules in God's undying Church
and that Peter imprisoned in the Jerusalem of Herod, crucified in the Rome of
Nero, lives today on the Vatican Hill in
the person of Leo XIII., the noblest of
living men, leader in the van of progress
at the close of this nineteenth century.
Mr. Dwyer continued his pedagogical
lectures on Tueselay his subject being t-ie
proper ventilation of the school-room.

"

" Fiction Study in Reading Circles " was
the title of Father Twomey's "Round
Table Talk."
Of the making of fiction there is no
end, said the reverend lecturer. The
desirable thing is that we have some good
fiction in the vast amount of folly that
issues yearly from the press. That
everybody reads while nobody believes
fiction, may be in a measure true. But
believing or not believing, the reader receives lasting impressions in brain and
heart from what has been a source of
pleasure. The writer who not only entertains with bis novel, but imparts something of knowledge or of inspiration to
life is commendable. Idle, vapid stories
are scarcely less injurious than immoral
ones. The latter spoil the heart; the
former, the head. Both are deplorable;
both are to be avoided.
The historical novel is at present much
in favor. We may not require from the
novelist the accuracy of the historian.
We may permit his fancy to change a
scene, a date or a feature, but we want
the general tone of his book to show
forth truthfully the times and places and
characters he presents. We want in
" Hugh Wynne " the atmosphere of"Revolutionary days, and in " Quo Vadis that
of the first persecution against the Christians. " Quo Vadis " is our subject for
today, considered in its presentation of
early Christian life. It is in line with
our subject of yesterday, the infant
Church depicted in the Acts of the Apostles. Like the Acts, " Quo Vadis " is of
the days of Peter and Paul, beginning
where St. Luke ends.
Sienkiewicz, in a series of pictures and
contrasts, has given to his readers a vivid
portrayal of the days when the last of the
Caesars was Emperor of Rome. Tacitus
and Suetonius, Perseus and Juvenal, Seneca and Petronius have furnished him the
historical material, and the marvel is the
wonderful accuracy of reproduction by
the novelist. We are reading history, and
history presented with the skill of a masWe are
ter story-teller and dramatist.
reading the history of an empire tottering
to its fall, and of a new power, doomed
to death, but fated not to die," that shall
build itself upon the ruins of decaying im-

"

perialism.

Doctor O'Hagan then discussed the
relationship that exists between the PreRaphaelite movement and the romantic
movement in English poetry, as well as
its relation to the Oxford movement of
which John Henry Newman was the
fullest expression. The aim and purpose
of the Pre-Raphaelite brotherhood was
explained and the share which Rossetti
took in promulgating its principles. " Its
object," said the lecturer, " was to encourage and enforce an entire adherence
to the simplicity of nature."
The lecturer pointed out that Rossetti
stood for the restoration in English
poetry of the temper of religious wonder
and the supernatural which belonged to
the medieval poets. Rossetti struck a
fresh note in English poetry. He came
with an idea, a mission, a message, and
gave up his life to the apostleship of this
idea, this mission, this message. The
poet's attitude towards woman was then
touched upon, and the lecturer maintained that this was in every instance the
truest key to the character of a poet's
work.
Rossetti's attitude towards woman was
one of chivalry nay of religious reverence. His world was dominated by what
Goethe calls the eternal feminine.
To exemplify the qualities of Rossetti's
work, Doctor O'Hagan gave a very delightful and sympathetic reading of"The
Blessed Damozel," and closed his very
valuable study of the work of the chief
of the Pre-Raphaelite poets by a quotation from Doctor Hamilton Mabie's estimate of Rossetti. "That beauty as the
finality of expression and love as the
finality-of life are the truths which give
the poet's works and words a noble
unity and consistency of aim and achievement."
The lecturer then passed to a consideration of the work of Matthew Arnold,
who, he said, stood, in the great stream
of romanticism, immovable. Arnold is
a poet of the intellect,
a poet of ideas
not the heart. There is no flame in him.
Not one of his forms is characterized by
either spontaneity or abandon. His work
in fact, severely and
is coldly classical
nobly so. He belongs to the Grecian
temple which Is the work of men who
thought, not of men who dreamed. There
is no mingling of beauty and mystery in
the poetry of Arnold. It is like a statue
cold, clear and polished. The pantheistic note in his work was nextpointed out,
the lecturer maintaining that, reduced to
its la t analysis, Arnold's culture was
nothing but pessimism and despair.
The "Correlation of Studies" was the
subject of Mr. Dwyer's discourse to the
teachers on Thursday morning. Father
Gasson's psychological lecture treated of
Doctor
the "Existence of Free Will."
O'Hagan delivered a " Round Table Talk "
on "English Literature" his special subject being the poet Browning.
The lecturer first indicated the two
schools of opinion that exist with respect
to the merits of Browning as a poet,
pointing out that the first thing requisite
in a study of his work was to obtain a
clear idea of the true approach to his genius. His art form, the dramatic monologue, was discussed, and its advantages
over the soliloquy pointed out. "Browning is not a dramatist," said the lecturer,
a dramatic thinker, whose office it is
" but
to interpret intellectually the approaches
The character of his verse
to action."
was the outcome of his thought, his office
as seer and teacher being always above
his gifts as a singer. The poets deep interest in inner life?in the soul?was emphasized and illustrated by the reading of
selections from his poems. The lecturer
noted that the chief virtue in Browning's
teaching lay in aspiration?earnest aspiration :?
' Tis not what man does that exalts him
But what man would do.
?

?

?

To the scenes of the world's grandeur
and of the world's sin, are opposed the
spectacle of God's little ones and God's
law. The vice of the greatest falls before
the virtue of the lowliest, the pride of the
ruler is overmatched by the humility of the
slave, and the night of pagan darknessbut
reveals the beauty of the Christian dawn.
The apotheosis of superstition, sensualism, wealth, avarice, cruelty, debauchery, terror and fatalism has been produced
in the heartless buffoon, who burnt Rome
for a spectacle, and persecuted the innocent Christians as incendiaries. But the
foil is in the presentation of innocence
and virtue, of Christian peace and Christian purity, bearing fruit in the heroism
of Christian charity and Christian martyrdom. Man's work must fail, but God's
shall stand.
Anil in the garden of his
Church where Peter plants" and Christ
gives theincrease, the flowerof innocenre,
the tree of faith, and the fruit of charity
shall ever nourish.
And against His
Church shall prevail neither the Ciesar of
the first century with his Pretorians, nor
the Caesar of the ninteenth with his godless schools and agnostic teachers.
Mr. Thomas O'Hagan, the well known
Canadian author anel lecturer gave the
first lecture of his course on u English
Literature " on Wednesday morning, his
subject being on this occasion Dante Gabriel Rossetti and Matthew Arnold." The
lecturer first outlined the times and conditions into which Rossetti was born, indicating the chief poets of the greater
and lesser choir of singers in the Victorian
era of English literature. The minor
poets were divided into " Poets of Doubt"
and " Poets of Art." Matthew Arnold A man's reach should exceed his grasp,
being a leading representative of the Or what's heaven for."
Browning's theory of art was then
former school, and Dante Gabriel Rosseti,
touched upon and exemplified by refer
a representative of the latter.
?

"

"
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ence to his poem,

" Andrea del Sart >."
Art to Browning always means aspiration
it reaches out into the infinite
it has
the root in personality, not technique. As
a lyrist and dramatist, the lecturer considered Browning too logical in his dramas
and too dramatic in his lyrics. Of course
some of the poet's lyrics and ballads are
admirable, and the lecturer illustrated the
strength of Browning's work in this department by a recital of his strong ballad,
"Herve Riel."
Browning's nature poetry was compared with that of Tennyson, Emerson
and Arnold, and it was pointed out that
he always subordinated nature to human
nature, resembling in this way Shakespeare.
Doctor O'Hagan closed his able study
of Browning by indicating the false note
in his teaching as well as the injustice
which this great nineteenth century poet
does the Catholic Church in the character
of her ecclesiastical representatives whom
he depicts.
On Friday, Mr. John Dwyer concluded
his course on "Pedagogics." Father Gasson also delivered the last of his lectures
on the "Will."
Doctor O'Hagan discussed in the " Round Table Talk," the
poet Tennyson.
Tennyson's poetic succession was referred to, the lecturer pointing out that
Tennyson was the successor of Wordsworth The attack made upon the poet's
first verse by Christopher North in Blackwood's Magazine, was referred to, the
lecturer adding that the great reviewer
smote Tennyson's poetic Pegasus hip and
put the young rider in the
thigh
stocks, and held the purple vesture of his
poetic weavings up to ridicule, magnifying its flaws and damning the whole texture with faint praise.
Tennyson was next treated as an institutional poet, and his patriotism set down
as insular. Tn his sympathy for other
nations and other people, outside of England, Tennyson falls far below Coleridge,
Shelley, Wordsworth and Browning.
To exemplify Tennyson's ideal of the
true office of a poet, the lecturer gave
a beautiful reading of " The Lady of
Shalott," holding that this poem together
with the " Poet and the Poet's Mind,"
Browning's " Popularity," and Mrs.
Browning's "Musical Instrument," are
the finest poetic exemplars we have of
the true office and function of the poet.
The poet's masterpieces, "In Memoriam,"
and " The Idylls of the King," were then
analyzed, the-lecturer maintaining that the
former is Tennyson's best that it is the
voice of the nineteenth century marked
by the accents of doubt, faith, science
and culture.
The solution of the woman question as
presented in "The Princess," was next referred to, the lecturer holding that this
poem is a very noble one and oilers the
only solution to the problem which a poet
could give.
Doctor O'Hagan closed his sympathetic
lecture on Tennyson with a reading of
the poet's last poem '« Crossine the Bar "
in which the poet divined in song the going out of his life into the great ocean of
?

?

?

?

eternity.
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Medical.

THE SET WASHBOWL.
A sanitary expert says, when
frankly asked his opinion on the
matter, that every sleeping-room is
safer without a set washbowl. " I
know," he says, " that many beautifully appointed rooms are furnished
with their toiletalcoves in which arc
set in all the glitter anil convenience
of modern plumbing, the bowl anel
faucets.
I know, too, that many
persons occupy such rooms, and apparently suffer no harm from it; but
I also know that it is their good
fortune that they do not, anel not
because they may not at any moment
receive some malignant germ. The
ideal bedroom should have an open
fireplace, an open bed, and a bowl
and pitcher after the manner of our
forefathers. This refers, of coiuse,
to houses in which it is impossible
to

provide separate dressing-rooms

witli windowsopen to the outer air,
where all necessary plumbing may
be put. With a bathroom, however,
on every floor, the additional work
in a household from having bowls
and pitchers in each room should be
comparatively trilling and must be

infinitely safer."

DANDRUFF.
One of the principal causes for
"
dandruff is lack of cleanliness," says
a noted hair specialist. The dust
and perspiration clog the pores, and
can not be removed by combing or
brushing, says the Hume Magazine.
It gives an untidy look to the hair,
and if allowed to remain causes the
hair to fall out. The first step necessary to remove dandruff and get the

scalp in good condition is to wash it
thoroughly. Fse> soft water heated
until it is a little warmer than new
milk, and dissolve a little powdered

borax in it.

Wash until the head is

THE SACRED HEART REVIEW,
influx of visitants. If the ejuestion
shuttle! be put to the majority of
these persons, "What brings you to
the seashore V" it is to be presumed
that they would answer, "The bathing." Anil religiously?if that word
may be used in such a connection
they go daily from their hotel or
cottage to the beach, and take a
"
plunge."
How much of the sea bathing is a
fail, anel how much is eluc to a belief in the practice itself, we need not
inquire too closely. Probably both

NO WOMAN IS EXEMPT.

Regularity is a matter of importance in
every woman's life. Much pain is, however, endured in the belief that it is
True beauty rests on plain living necessary anel not alarming, when in
truth it is all wrong and indicates
and high thinking, on blood, bearing, derangement
that may cause serious
anel brains. It is in one sense a re- trouble.
lative thing. To dip far into philoExcessive pain itself will unsettle the
sophy on the subject is not necessary. nerves and make women old before their
Beauty means harmony, balance, the time.
The foundation of woman's health is
mental tire of sensibility, as well as a perfectly noimal anel regular perforboelily attractiveness. Banish fret- mance of nature's function. The stateting, trivial perturbation, scowling, ment we piint from Miss OIKIIUDI
factors enter into the custom, which whining, wailing, excessive laughter, Sikfs, of Eldred, Pa., is echoed in every
city, town and hamlet in this country.
has now grown upon us too firmly to and pointless smiling.
Head what she says
be dismissed or changeel at will i
In the first place, health is all-im"Dkai: Mats. Pinkham: I feel like a
just as we find people in all walks of portant. Flesh texture anel tint, for new person since following your advice,
life who do things because they be- example, depenel upon it.
A com- and think it is my duty to let the public
lieve in them, and others who clothe plexion lacking lustre, plumpness, know the gooei your remedies have done
same things because other people be- and elasticity, shows a laok some- me. I was nervous and had spells of
lieve in them. Sea bathing has its where in the vital or nutritive sys- being confused. Before using your
remedies I never had any faith in patent
advantages.
tem. A mild diet, gentle temperamedicines. I now wish to say that I
But it is not for the simple sake ture, even digestion,open-air exercise, never had anything to do me so much gooel
of bodily cleanness in a general way sleep, anel a tranquil mind pertain to as Lydia E. ?l'inkham's Vegetable Comthat judicious sea bathing is alone gooel looks. Mistakes in diet begin pound ; also would s»y that your Sanalive Wash has helped me wonderfully. I
commcnelable. Taken in connection usually in childhood.
Often a girl hope these few words may help suffering
with the relief from care and busi- sits down to a potato anel pickles, women."
ness woj-riment which accompanies several cups of strong tea, pies, cakes,
The present Mrs. Pinkham's experience
a term at the seashore, the bathing ices, and fiery condiments. If meat in treating female ills is unparalleled, for
is to most persons very agreeable, be on the bill of fare, there is a chance years she worked side by side with Mrs.
Lydia E. Pinkham, anil for sometime past
inspiring and refreshing. It thus that it has been spoileel in the cook- has had sole charge of the correspondbecomes a remeelial agent of much ing.
As a result, when the girl is ence department of her great business,
value ; but to be employed for the twenty her eyes are dull, teeth yel- treating by letter as many as a hundred
best results, it needs, like other simi- low, gums pale, lips wan, flesh flaccid, thousand ailing women during a single
year,
lar agencies, to be employed in an and skin unyielding.
Recourse is
All suffering womenare invited to write
understanding and proper manner. had to paelding, face washes, stains, freely to Mrs. Pinkham,
at Lynn, Mass.,
For instance, weak persons should anel belladona. The habits of life for advice about their health.

HOW A WOMAN MAY RETAIN
BEAUTY.

?

:

not expose themselves to the full energy of the open sea bath at once.
The first act of the bather should
be a bodily plunge into the water,
and it may properly be a headlong
one. The first sensation is that, of a
sharp, sudden, almost painful change
of temperature. No matter how
warm the day, how hot the sands, or
how apparently grateful in its coolness the ocean may appear, it will"
be found that its temperature is peculiar to itself, and that its vastness
gives it a coldness which must be
felt to be realized. It is little less
than torture to slowly waele into
such an embrace, by which the
blood is steadily driven inward and
congesteel in the interior of the sysHut where the plunge is
tem.
taken boldly, and the first shock is
distributed over the entire surface,
it is only a short time
a few seconds, in fact?till the forces of na-

clean, using enough soap to make a
good suds, then rinse with clear
water, and wipe with a towel. When
it is dry, rub a little pomade or
vaseline into the roots to supply the
oil that was removed by washing.
It is not necessary to oil the hair at
any other time.
After the hair is clean, keep it so
by protecting it witli a dusting-cap ture have rallied and with great enwhen sweeping,taking up ashes, anel ergy elrive the blood again through
eloing other work of that kind. all its accustomed channels. Then,
for a few moments, it is that the
Brush it every night to remove the glow anil the exhilaration thrill the
dust of the day, dividing it in two being, and the benefits of the expeparts, and allowing half of it to fall rience are gathered.
over each shoulder. It should hang
After the first plunge and the exloosely an hour or two each day if hilarating reaction by which it is
possible, to allow the air to circulate followed, the sea bather should ceinfreely through it. Dissolve-one ounce tinue in exercise as long as the bath
each of gum camphor and borax is continued. To simply remain
in a quart of hot water, and apply a ejuiet in the water, if that were poslittle of the solution to the roots of sible, wmild be to invite such a rapid
the hair once or twice a week with cooling of the system as might prea soft sponge. Rinse with dear cipitate bad results.
water. ISorax is excellent for the
Hut we must remember that not
hair, cleansing and softening it all can enjoy a plunge in the sea and
wonderfully. A thorough washing a tussle with the waves, or even the
should be given it once a month.
relative luxury which attaches to
?

river or lake.

BATHING.
From the rocky headlands and islands of Maine, along the entire Atlantic coast, hundreds?it might almost be said thousands?of places of
popular resort are at this season of
every year teeming with the annual

The ousewife.
H
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Interesting:

?

are unaltered. Before there can be
an improvement, a change must be bakeries. Bread from such places
maele anil persisted in. The eliet, must, of necessity, be hanelleel sevwhile generous, must be temperate. eral times by different employes,
Peppered soups, stews, game, and and it sometimes happens that bacilli
spices are not good for the complex- germs become attacheel to the bread
ion. What is termed the epicurean during the handling, either from
woman will have, before she is thirty, contamination from the hands or pera blotched face and flabby flesh. Wohaps from the clothes of the person
men of either anervous or a sanguine making the delivery. So, to protect
temperament should restrict them- the bread from such possible continselves to a diet of eggs,* milk, bread, gencies, the custom is being introfruit, light broths, etc. Pure water eluccel in many places among bakershoulel be the daily beverage.
ies of wrapping each loaf, as toon as
A great deal of beauty at low cost it is baked, in a sheet of waxed
can be obtained through the plenti- paper, scaling the knot of the string
ful use of rain water, sunlight, anel holding the paper surrounding the
open-air exercise. Frequent bathing loaf. The bread is not only in this
is a healthful luxury. Bodily exer- way well guarded from bacilli germs,
cise should be carriedon temperately, but is also kept moist and fresh, as
its aim being facile muscles, supple the waxed paper prevents evaporajoints, anel pliant limbs ?in a wore!, tion of moisture, while the consumer
physical beauty.
is certain to receive an article that
can be depended upon as healthful
WAXED PAPER TO PRESERVE and good, without regard tn the1 numBREAD.
ber eif handlings it has undergone.
The idea of wrapping bread, oake,
So much has been written within
tobacco, snap, meat,
oonfeotionery,
the past few years regarding the
etc., in waxed paper to preserve
communication of eliseases through their freshness is quite old, but the
bacilli microbes found in dust, etc.,
use of the paper as a guard against
that practical methods are being in- the communication of disease germs
troduced to counteract their extenis comparatively new, yet it is so
sion or growth. One of the latest practical that it is surprising it has
ideas is the protection e>f such an never been thought of or aelvocated
important article of food as bread. before.
In our cities a large proportion of
the bread consumeel is supplied by

and important to All New England Housekeeper!!.

lis I'huritalile
Household Art and Domestic Science Department, MussachiisiIStt,
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aSensd onsense.
N

Thk highest inhabited place in
the world is the Custom House of
Ancomarca, Peru. It is 10,000 feet
above the sea.

Prkscott, Ari/.., claims that it
furnished the first volunteer in the

Oh ! what a time had I!
Tossed on the ocean blue,
It seemed as if the inner man
Were after an outing, too.

A

in the button-hole, is worth
the bush.

mri>

two in

Thk way to understand a woman
present war, and that from that
is not to try. Under these circumplace the first company started to
stances she reveals herself somewhat.
the front. The volunteer was ('apt.
O'Neil of the rough riders, and a
In matrimonial angling
Which every maid delights
monument to his memory is to be
'Tis often found the catches "
"
erected on the Court House plaza of
In the end are only bites.
l'reseott.
It takes two to quarrel, but one
Thk report of the Inspectors of
do all the making up.
can
Irish Fisheries for 1897 shows that
0,020 vessels and boats were actually
Virtue lives to laugh at those
engaged in the sea fisheries in 1597, who mocked her in youth.
as compared with ('1,558 in 1890.
No more the Jersey skeeter now,
There were 24,593 men and 1,126
Our biggest pest can be
boys employed, showing an increase For ever since the war began
on the previous year of 596 men,
We've seen the Spanish flee.
antl a decrease of 41 boys.
No one can define love, although
Thk practice among nations of ex- a great many know it by heart.
acting money from a conquered foe
Thk man who has not an enemy
is, in its present form, somewhat
be a good man, but what is he
may
modern. In ancient times the vic?
goodfor
tor despoiled the enemy he had
He gets his daughter off his hands
overcome, sacked cities, and took
And thinks his Job complete ;
whatever of value he could carry
But soon he finds he's got to put
away. Now he respects private propHer husband on his feet.
erty, but he usually makes the conMathematician.? Figures never
quered nation pay the whole cost of
lie.
the war. In either ease the practice
Scholar.?Neither do hens.
is analogous to that of civil courts,
which assess costs upon the defeated
" Do you want to write an insurP*rtyance policy for me? " asked a miner
???
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a variation. It was :
Eight bells e>f my lesson how many turnips there
and all is not veil I haf droppit my were in a bushel!
musket oferboard."
When the child went for her next
she was accompanied by her
lesson,
Coonti.ess things are dally sold,
who saiel to the teacher,
mother,
from
dust
Saved
and mice anil mould
Not to speak of Hies,
Why did you ask Nellie how many
By the man who knows the way,
turnips there were in a bushel ?
Not too satl antl not too gay,
Just to advertize.
" I never askeel her such a<j ncstion," replieel the surprised teacher.
Witty.? That fellow has seen a
Bnthe added, after a moment's regreat many people pass in their llection, "I did ask her how many
cheeks.
beats there were in a measure."
.(ones.? Is he a westerner ?
Witty.? No; he is a baggageclerk.

: "

"He," screamed the cross-roads

" who

puts his hand to the

plough must not turn back."
" What's he to do when he gits

to

"
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Saratoga Limited
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the end of the f urrer ?" asked the
auditor in blue-green overalls.

via the

Jakey Isaacs.? Fader, vas it a
disgrace to fail in pee/.ness and not,
make anyding 'i
Mii. Isaacs.? No Shakey ; ?it
vas better to have failedt untlt lost
than neffer to have failedt at all.

Fitchburg Railroad

I

Boston
at 9.30 a. m.
Through
Parlor Cars.

I
I
I

The Fool.? It's no use in trying
Thk barnacle loves a ship's bot- of the agent.
"Not on your life," replied the to April-fool some people.
A tramp freighter engaged in
The Friend.?What's thematter?
the southern trade had eleven tons agent promptly.
The Fool.? We pinned a kick
of barnaclesremoved from her sides
"
Freddie.? Deah me! I made a
sign on Jones on last Aprilat one time, exclusive of grass and
me"
perfect fool of myself this morning.
fool day, but he'd already put a
growths. She had been in the water
Annie.? How nice. I was sure
board full of nails in his trousers.
about one year. The waters a ship
you'd make something of yourself if
is sailing in makes a difference.
you kept on trying.
you hear how George made
In the Bermuda trade ships quickly
" Did
love
to
MissM
V"
gather a great deal of grass and " O oiva me "?'twas in rhyme he sighed
he?"
"No;
a
how
did
place
f"
" Within your heart
other marine plants, four and five
The literary lass replied,
"He sent his valet to intercede
inches long, causing loss of two to
" Declinetl for lack of space."
for him."
three knots per hour. The use of
It is hard to get up a reunion of
various anti-fouling compositions to
" Goodness, I never heard of such
a
thing."
avoid these growths has had uncer- the old classes at Vassar College.
Nor I; but I suppose he thought
They recently tried to get up a retain success.
"
union of the class of '52, but nobody it was beneath him to press his own
Thk preliminary returns of the came. All the good old '52 girls suit."
British Army for 1897 show that the claimed to have been graduated in
A down-east editor has drawn up
average of the effective strength of '79.
some new game laws which he has
all branches of the service during
A i.i I'll.c girl, who had been adopted. The following is a sumthat year was 219,28.'!. The mamary : Book agents may be killed
jority 117,128, were scattered abroad. studying fractions, when told by her
from
Get. 1 to Sept. 1 ; Spring poets
cents
a
India accounted for 64,222, antl mother that eggs were nine
from
March 1 to June 1 ; ScandalEgypt and the colonies for 42,900. dozen, called out to Kob, her younger
DOMINION LINE
from April 1 to Feb. 1 ;
mongers
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